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Maori Proverb 

Ehara ta te tangata kai, he kai titongi kau; 
engari mahi ai ia kite wherna; tino kai, tino makona. 

( Food provided by someone else is only food to be nibbled; 
food produced by one's own labour on the land is good, satisfying food). 

11 



11 Writing a book is an adventure. To begin with, it is a toy 
and an amusement. Then it becomes a mistress, then it 
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is that just as you are about to be reconciled to your servitude, 
you kill the monster and fling him about to the public 11 

• 

... Sir Winston Churchill 
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Abstract 

Entangled high polymers in the melt or semidilute solution exhibit motion dependent on 
the timescale. This motion may be characterised in terms of the " tube model " in which 
the random coil polymer under investigation is enclosed in a tube formed by its 
neighbours. At the shortest timescale, motion consists principally of segment 
reorientation. The topology of the tube implies that some residual anisotropy will exist in 
this motion3. On the next higher timescale reptative displacements around tube bends 
occur, thus causing a fluctuation in the direction of residual orientation. On the longest 
timescale, final correlation loss occurs by tube renewal. 

l, 

T Ip is the relaxation time for a spin system to come to thermal equilibrium in a transverse 
RF field. It is sensitive to components of the motion at the RF Larmor frequency. This 
frequency is low and adjustable ( 102 to 1Q5 Hz ) and extends the regime accessible to 
Field cycling TI experiments4. T Ip therefore provides access to the intermediate and long 
timescale fluctuations in entangled polymers. It is a major conclusion of this work that 
reptation and tube renewal effects can be directly observed. 

The BPP theory of relaxation25 has been extended to T Ip for three proton spins in a 
methyl group. Results of a relaxation study in two polymer melt systems, namely 
polydimethylsiloxane and polyethylene oxide are presented. In the latter case the results 
are compared with T Ip dispersions made on Polyethylene melts 13. The experimental data 

is seen to follow the theoretical predictions made by Kimmich3,4. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Pawn to King four 

1.1 Polymer Melt Dynamics 

Molecular motion in polymer melts can be studied using NMR relaxation time 
measurements to probe the spectral densities which are based on fluctuating dipolar 
interactions between nuclear spins. 

It has been shown 1 that there are two types of viscoelastic behaviour. Low molecular 
mass polymers behave similar to isolated polymers and follow the predictions made by 
Rouse2. The high molecular mass spectrum, however, can be separated into a high 
frequency component and a low frequency component. The high frequency component is 
similar to that observed in the low molecular mass polymers. The low frequency 
component exists due to the effects of entanglements in polymer melts. The molecular 
mass at which the characteristics of the melt change is designated the critical molecular 
mass, Mc . It is the topic of this thesis to study the behaviour of polymer chains of 
masses higher than Mc, since this is the regime where entanglements occur, and it is the 
effect of these entanglements which govern the overall motion. 

The motion can be separated into three components3. In the shortest timescale, that of the 
"local" ( and therefore molecular weight independent processes) the motion is largely 
due to segment re-orientation by diffusing local II defects 11 

( rotational isomers of 
neighbouring segments ). This motion can be considered to correspond to the diffusion 
of a particle between two reflecting barriers4,5 with correlation time 't8• 

Since the polymer chains are not able to pass through each other they are effectively 
confined inside a tight-tube region ( see Fig.1-1 ).This tube which surrounds the chain is 
not fixed in space but is constantly renewed as the chain diffuses throughout the tube6. 
This curvilinear chain diffusion, known as a a II semi-local " process, occurs in the 
intermediate timescale with correlation time 't1 . The dynamics of such a process has been 

studied by de Gennes 7 who shows that local defect diffusion is the elementary process 
which finally causes the II reptation II phenomenon; the motion is due to further segment 
re-orientation by reptative displacements around bends of the tight-tube. 

The centre line of the tube, called the primitive chain by Doi & Edwards6, moves 
randomly forwards or backwards only along itself. The chain ends are free, therefore, to 
orient themselves randomly. It is the reptative process which finally leads to the 
transportation of material to and from the chain ends causing the surrounding tube to 
thread itself into a new configuration. This tube renewal, a " global " process, occurs in 
the largest timescale with correlation time 'tr. 
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Fig.1-1 

Schematic illustration of a chain in polymer melts. 
The chain is confined to a tight tube formed by the 
matrix of neighbouring chains ( circles ). 
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1.2 The Relationship Between NMR Relaxation Times and 
the Spectral Densities 

The relaxation phenomenon is caused by the fluctuating dipolar interactions arising from 
the tumbling of the molecule. Although this tumbling motion is a random process it can 
be characterised by a correlation time, 'Cc. By taking the Fourier transform of the 

correlation functions the spectral densities can be obtained. If the conditions of BPP8 
apply then' by measuring T 1, the spin-lattice relaxation time, and T2, the spin-spin 
relaxation time, information can be gained relating to the spectral densities at the 
characteristic frequencies pf zero, ro0 and 2roo where roo is the Larmor precession 
frequency about the main field Bo. 

When T Ip is measured, the spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame, it is possible 
to probe the low frequency regime, while maintaining the high field sensitivity, and 
extract information at the characteristic frequency 2ro 1, where ro 1 is the Larmor 

precession frequency about the RF field; hence, because ro1 is variable, and much less 

than ro0, this allows us to study slow semi-local and global processes, i.e motion 

sensitive to -c1 and -Cr ( see Fig.1-2 ). 

logJ ( ro) 
A 

◄ col 

'C -1 
I 

► 

( 102 to 1a5 Hz) 

Fig.1-2 

Schematic log J0 ( ro } dispersion predicted by the reptation model of 

Kimmich. 

log co 
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1.3 The " Tight Tube " Condition and the Polymer Melts 

The motion of the internuclear vector causes the dipolar interaction to fluctuate. In a 
polymer there is a hierarchy of motion with the local segmental reorientation being most 
rapid and the overall molecular reorientation and centre of mass motion the slowest. If the 
most rapid motion involves a total correlation loss then the slow motion cannot be 
observed in the dipole relaxation process. The " tight tube " condition arises when the 
rapid processes leaves a residual correlation which remains to be modulated by slow 
motion. Such a residual correlation is akin to a fast local motion residual anisotropy and 
is characteristic of polymers in the melt. By contrast, in the solution phase the local 
motion is isotropic and no long range processes can be observed . 

.. 
1.4 T 1 Dispersions - The Experiments of Kimmich et al 

In a series of papers Kimmich and co-workers[ 3,4,9 - 12 ] have examined the dependence 
of the NMR longitudinal relaxation time T 1 on polarising field strengths, a technique 

known as field-cycling spectroscopy. Their experiments yield spectral densities at 104 to 
108 Hz. In this thesis we extend this frequency range down to 102 Hz using Tip 
measurements. Two polymer systems are employed, namely, polydimethylsiloxane and 
polyethylene oxide. In the latter case the results are compared with T lp dispersions made 
on polyethylene melts13. 

It is a major conclusion of this work that T lp measurements ( unlike T 1 dispersions ) 
probe a sufficiently low frequency regime that reptation and tube renewal effects can be 
directly observed. 



Chapter 2 

2.1 Historical 

Basic NMR Theory 
He who would learn to fly one day must first learn to 

stand and walk and run and climb and dance: one cannot 
fly into flying ... Nietzsche 

5 

In 1924 W.Pauli14 suggested that the hyperfine structure of optical spectral lines is due'to 
a special property of the atomic nuclei; certain nuclei possess angular momentum and 
thus, a magnetic moment. ,. 

As early as 1921 and 1924 Stern15 and Gerlach 16, directing a beam of molecules through 
an inhomogeneous magnetic field, showed that various states of atomic magnetic 
moments existed. These molecular beam experiments were later refined to permit the 
detection of nuclear magnetic moments. 

It was not until late 1945 that the first successful nuclear magnetic resonance signal was 
detected at Harvard University in which a team, headed by E. Purcell 17 , used a single 
coil probe to detect the proton magnetic absorption signal of a piece of paraffin wax at 30 
MHz. At the same time work was independently being carried out at Stanford University 
in which a team, headed by F. Bloch 18, detected the magnetic induction signal from the 
protons in water at 7.765 MHz using a crossed coil probe. The simplest description of 
the phenomena ( Purcell et al ) is that of an absorption by the nuclear spin system of 
electromagnetic energy provided by an RF generator. Because the power is transmitted 
continuously the phenomenon is aptly named continuous wave nuclear magnetic 
resonant absorption. This absorption can be described and detected as a change in the 
quality factor Q of the resonant circuit of the ' driving system '. 

Another way of looking at the nuclear resonance phenomenon, proposed by F. Bloch, is 
to describe it as a forced precession of the nuclear magnetisation in the applied RF field; 
the effect of the precession being to induce a detectable emf in a receiving coil. In 1952 
Bloch and Purcell were jointly awarded the Nobel prize for their discovery. 

Continuous wave NMR is simple and inexpensive. It is used to obtain a multi-line 
spectrum characterised by chemical shifts and coupling constants. These spectra are 
widely used in Chemistry and, in particular, Organic Chemistry where they have 
revolutionised techniques in determining structure. 

A totally different approach originated at the same time as continuous wave NMR but this 
method was more efficient and had greater sensitivity. In 1946 Bloch et al 19 had already 
proposed pulsed NMR. The RF field exciting the nuclear sample is no longer continuous 
but now a short pulse. This technique was pioneered theoretically by Torrey20 and 
practically by Hahn21 as well as Ernst and Anderson22. In the pulse technique data is 
acquired in the time domain rather than the frequency domain and hence the method is 
useful for studying time dependent processes such as chemical exchange, molecular 
diffusion and, as is the work of this thesis, molecular motion. 

Thus, having briefly traced the history of NMR and its application to molecular motion, 
the next section of this chapter considers basic NMR theory from a quantum mechanical 
point of view. 
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2.2 NMR Theory 

2.2.1 Nuclear Magnetism 

We start by simply considering a system of N nuclei in a magnetic field Bo, applied 
traditionally along the z axis, and define a general state for each nuclei to be 

I '¥ > = :E ami lj mj > 
ffij 

' 

( 2.1 ) 

where j = Total angular momentum quantum number ( can be any half integral value ) 
mj = Azimuthal or magnetic quantum number whose values range from -j to j 
amj = Complex admixture amplitudes 

I j mj > = Basis set of eigenvectors 

The result of making a measurement on the system is to place each nuclei into a specific 

state denoted by ami I j mj >. One such measurement that could be made is the energy of 
each state that develops after applying the magnetic field Bo. This is called the Zeeman 
energy and is given by 

( 2.2) 

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio and depends on the specific nuclei and h is Plancks 

constant divided by 21t . 

It is of particular interest to concentrate on spin 1/2 nuclei since all measurements in this 

work were carried out using proton NMR. Hence for y > 0 the mj = 1/2 state has the 
higher energy and the energy difference between the two states, as illustrated in Ftg.2-1, 
is 

L1E = 1/2yflB0 - c -1/2 )'YfiBo 

( 2.3) 

mj = - 1/2 --...---t -N 

mj = + 1/2 

Fig.2-1 
The energy level separation in a spin 1/2 system. 
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Note that the population difference N+ - N_ is given by Boltzmann as 

N+ - N_ = exp( i1E / kT) ( 2.4) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. ( The density of our system 
is assumed to be low enough for the particles to be non-interacting and so Fermi-Dirac 
and Bose-Einstein statistics need not apply ). 

The energy Hamiltonian for the Bo field is defined to be 

.1( = -yBoJz ,. ( 2.5) 

where J2 is the spin magnetisation along the z axis. Comparing Eq.( 2.5 ) with the semi
classical energy 

E = -µ.B 

identifies yJ2 with the z magnetisation~- Hence 

Now, 

.1(1 'JI >= E( mj ) I 'JI > 

( 2.6a) 

( 2.6b) 

( 2.7) 

( 2.8) 

Thus the result of measuring the energy of the system is to place each nuclei into an 
energy eigenstate I j mj > with its corresponding energy eigenvalue E( mj ). 

2.2.2 Precession 

The question naturally arises " how is the state I \fl> affected by time ? ". For example if 

we begin at time t = 0 with I \f'( 0) > what will I \f'( t) >, the final state, be after a time t? 
The evolution operator UE( t) is defined such that 

I \f'( t) > = UE( t) I \f'( t) > ( 2.9) 

where 
UE( t) = exp -( i/n ) :J.i.. ( 2.10) 



UE( t ) obeys the Schrodinger equation 

( 2.11) 

Inserting the energy Hamiltonian of Eq.( 2.5) into Eq.( 2.10) gives for the evolution 
operator 

= exp -( i/1i ) yBoJ zt. ( 2.12) 

We introduce the rotation operator 

URZ( 0) = exp i/h 0Jz ( 2.13 ) 

Eq.( 2.13) describes a rotation 0 about the z axis. So then comparing Eq.( 2.12) with 

that of Eq.( 2.13) it is seen that UE( t) is equivalent with URZ( 0) if 

or 

e =rB0t 

wo='YBo 

( 2.14) 

( 2.15) 

In other words our initial state l 'P( 0) > will rotate about the z axis at the Larmor 

frequency given by ill() = rBo so that atany later time t 

I '¥( t ) > = UE( t ) I '¥( 0 ) > 

= uRZc e ) I '¥( o) >. ( 2.16 ) 

8 

Consider a simple NMR experiment whereby a sample of water, say, has been placed in a 
magnetic field Bo along the z axis and a sufficient amount of time has elapsed for the 
system to be in thermal equilibrium. The ensemble of spins will have developed a 
magnetisation Mo directed along z. The next section will consider Mo in more detail but 
for now we only need be concerned that Mo does not appear immediately but takes a 
finite time to ' grow' to its thermal equilibrium value. Now apply an RF pulse about the x 
axis such that Mo is rotated by 900 see Fig.2-2. It is important that the 900 flip-time t90 is 
very much less than the time for the ensemble of spins to relax to M0. ' 
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z z 

t=O 

~------Y 

X X 

Fig.2-2 
The rotation of M2 = M0 into the x-y plane in time t90. 

According to our evolution operator Mo should now rotate about z indefinitely. However, 
in the presence of T 1 and T2 processes ( e.g magnetic field inhomogeneities, dipolar 
interactions ) the motion, instead of rotating, subsequently precesses about z in a manner 
such that the magnetisation relaxes to its thermal equilibrium value Mo along z. This 
process occurs with a characteristic time aptly named the T 1 relaxation time. Other names 
include the spin-lattice relaxation time and the longitudinal relaxation time both of for 
\v·hich the names shall become clearer a little later in t1:1is chapter. · 

2.2.3 The Density Matrix 

In this section we define the density matrix p. The density matrix contains all the 
information necessary for the description of a statistical ensemble of identical spins. In 
particular, the predicted value of any observable A of the system is given by the equation 

<A> =Tr( pA) ( 2.17 ) 

We will now use Eq.( 2.17 ) to find the thermal equilibrium magnetisation Mo of an 
ensemble of spins with angular momentum quantum number j in a magnetic field Bo 
along the z axis ( this problem was originally solved by Brillouin ). If the spins are 
widely separated so that no spin-spin interactions are involved then the energy 
Hamiltonian as given by Eq.( 2.5 ) is 

:H= -yBoJz 

The density matrix in thermal equilibrium is 

p = { exp - :Hf kT }f { Tr ( exp - :Hf kT) } ( 2.18 ) 



Using Eq.( 2.17) ,the ensemble average of the magnetisation< µz > is 

< ~ > = Tr ( pµz ) 

but from Eq.( 2.18) then 
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( 2.19) 

( 2.20) 

<µ2 >= Tr{yJz[l+(yBo/kT)J2 +(yBo/kT)2Jz2+ ... ]} /(2j+l) 

now 

" 
Tr ( 1) = 2j + 1 
Tr ( J2 ) = 0 

Tr ( Jz2) = ( 1/3) j( j + 1 ) 

( 2.21a) 
( 2.21b) 

( 2.21c) 

wherefore it can be seen that in the high temperature approximation ( H.T.A) and for N 
spins per unit volume then 

Mo=N < µz> 

= Ny2j( j + 1 )Bo/ 3kT. ( 2.22) 

or 

( 2.23) 

Eq.( 2.23) is Curies law for paramagnetism where c is the Curie constant, and Ts is the 
spin temperature. 

2.2.4 The Bloch Equations and Relaxation Times 

Having just described the thermal equilibrium magnetisation Mo and the idea of 
precession we are now placed in a position to better ( more intuitively ) understand the 
Bloch equations. These are as follows: 

dMz / dt = y ( M xB )z + ( Mo - M2 ) / T 1 ( 2.24a ) 

dMx,y I dt = y( M xB)x,y - Mx,yf T2 ( 2.24b) 

Bloch intended, with these phenomenological equations, to describe the motion of the 
macroscopic magnetisation Mo- As can be seen the first term describes precession while 
the second term, relaxation. Bloch assumed that the internal interaction of spins with each 
other could be expressed by the equation 

oMx,y I ot = - Mx,y IT 2 ( 2.25) 
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Eq.( 2.25 ) defines the parameter T2. This is the so-called transverse or spin-spin 
relaxation time. Eq.( 2.25) describes an exponential decay to zero of the magnetisation. 
This exponential decay as shown in Fig.2-3 occurs in the laboratory frame with a time 
constant of T 2· 

Mx( t ) = Mxo sin Wot. exp ( -t / T 2 ) ( 2.26) 

~(t) 

'. 

t 

My (t) 

t 

Fig.2-3 
Exponential decays of Mx and My with time constant T 2. 

In the rotating frame where ro0 = yB0 the transverse component Mx is created at t = 0. 
What then causes it to decay ? It is the di polar interactions between adjacent nuclei which 
produce a range of resonant frequencies causing a dephasing of the nuclear magnetic 
moment. This results in a reduction of the transverse magnetisation but note however that 
no energy is lost; it is simply re-distributed among the spins23. 
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Just as Eq.( 2.25) defines T2, in likewise fashion the equation 

dMz I at = ( Mo - Mz ) / T 1 ( 2.28) 

defines the parameter T 1 to be the time constant of the exponential approach of Mz to its 
thermal equilibrium value M0. This is the so-called longitudinal or spin-spin relaxation 
time. In the laboratory frame the magnetisation Mz appears as shown in Fig.2-4. 

Mz( t) = Mo { 1 - 2exp ( -t IT i) } ( 2.29) 

~ (t) 

----------------

t 

Fig.2-4 
Exponential decay of M2 with time constant T 1. 

Transvese components of the external field oscillating at the Larmor frequency cause a 
dephasing of the longitudinal magnetisation. Unlike T 2 processes, this results in a 
reduction of the net spin energy by energy exchange with the surrounding medium made 
up of all rotational, vibrational and translational motions - collectively ( and for historical 
reasons ) called the lattice. Although a single time constant does not always describe 
adequately the trend of nuclear spins towards the equilibrium with the lattice, such a 
constant is usually introduced to give the time scale of the process. 
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2.2.5 The Density Matrix Description of State Populations 

For our spin 1/2 system, at time zero the populations of each state can be given by the 
density matrix as 

Po= ( 2.30) 

Pl/2 0 

= ( 2.31 ) 
0 P-1/2 

The diagonal terms give the population in the corresponding eigenstate and the off
diagonal terms are related to the coherence between the states. I a 112 I 2 and I a_ 112 1 2 are 
the relative probabilities Pl/2 and P-l/2 of finding each spin in the state+ 1/2 or - 1/2 

respectively, often called the relative populations. The off-diagonal elements of Po being 
zero corresponds to phase incoherence. This is due to the even distribution of the 
azimuthal phase angle of the precessing nuclei in the transverse plane ( see Fig.2-5 ). 

Fig.2-5 
Schematic illustrating both phase coherence ( leftmost figure ) and phase incoherence 

( rightmost figure ) of a two-spin system given by the off-diagonal elements of the 
density matrix. 
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At any later time t then 

p( t) = ( 2.32) 

Hence the diagonal terms show that the spin system relaxes to its thermal equilibrium 
value at the rate T1-1. The off-diagonal elements show that the transverse components 

decay to zero at the rate T2-1. 

2.3 NMR Observables 

Throughout this chapter we have illustrated the theory using the macroscopic 
magnetisation M. Because this is our NMR observable we hereby make the definition 

Mx =Ny<Ix > 
My=Ny<Jy> 

Mz = Ny< Jz > 

( 2.33a) 

( 2.33b) 

( 2.33 C) 

and M = Ny { < Ix > i + < Iy > j + < J2 > k } where N is the number of spins per unit 
volume. 

2.4.1 Single 90° Pulse 

It was previously mentioned that a simple NMR experiment consists firstly of turning the 
magnetisation M2 = Mo through 90° until it comes to lie in the x-y plane. This is achieved 
by applying a single 90° pulse defined to be a transverse RF pulse of magnitude B 1 in the 

rotating frame at mo= yBo which acts for a time t90 such that yB1t90 = n/2. If B1 is 
stationary in the x' direction ( the prime denotes the rotating frame ) then M 2 = Mo 

precesses about B 1 at CD 1 = yB 1 until at time t90 = rr,/2 yB 1 it is pointing in the y' 
direction. 

The pulsed RF field that produces the 90° rotation of Mo in the rotating frame must act in 
the presence of T 1 and T 2 processes, consequently the 90° nutation of Mo is only an 
approximate description of what happens. So how good an approximation is it ? If the 
major torque on the magnetisation is to be from B1 during O < t < t90, then the relaxation 
towards Bo ( in time T 1 ) and the dephasing of the transverse magnetisation ( in time T 2 ) 
must not be important compared with the precession about B1 during t90 << T2 < T1. The 

requirement on B1 is thus ( 1t I 2yB1) << T2 or 

( 2.34) 
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This is the same as saying that we must assume ( plausibly ) B 1 to be much greater than 
any internal fields or external field inhomogeneity described by T2. The 90° pulse time 

for the JEOL FX60 ( the spectrometer used in the present work) was t90 ~ 14µs for low 
B 1 fields and T 2 was the order of ms. The pulse sequence is given in Fig.2-6. 

1t . 

2 Pulse 

Fig.2-6 
n: / 2 RF pulse sequence. 

2.4.2 Spin-locking 

A single 90° pulse is applied. However instead of turning off the RF field at t9o it is 
phase shifted by 90° in the laboratory frame so that B 1 is brought to lie along Mo in the 
rotating frame. When the RF field is applied exactly on resonance the magnetisation Mo in 
the rotating frame experiences B1. The small field B1 is now analogous to Bo in the 
laboratory frame and Mo is said to be spin-locked to B1. Hence, Mo relaxes along B1 to a 
much smaller equilibrium value given by M = cB1 /TL with an exponential time constant 

T lp ( T 1 in the rotating frame; see Fig.2-7 ). 

Note that the temperature is now that of the lattice and so the spin system has cooled. 
Relaxation back to Mo along z occurs in the time taken for the system to ' warm up ' 
again to a spin temperature Ts ( the concept of the temperatures TL and Ts will be looked 
at again in chapter three ). 

A measurement is made by turning off the RF field after a suitable spin-locking period 
and monitoring the height of the resulting F.I.D.Thus, the T Ip pulse sequence is as shown 
in Fig.2-8. 

1C 

2 Pulse Spin-locking pulse. 

--- -- -- --- -- -- -------- F.I.D 

Fig.2-8 Spin-locking RF pulse sequence. 



z' 
x ➔ laboratory frame 
x' ➔ rotating frame 

t=O 

y' 

x' 

x' 

X 

z' 

y' 

z' 

t >> T1p 

y' 

M = cB1 /TL 

Fig.2-7 

In the rotating frame, B1 becomes analogous to 8 0 . 

Consequently M
0 

relaxes along B1 with a time 
constant T1P . 
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It should be noted that T1p approaches T2 as ro 1 ➔ 0. However, this can never be 

achieved in practice because ro1 must be sufficiently large so as to satisfy the Redfield 

condition24 which states that experimentally we are limited to RF field intensities 

corresponding to ro1 comparable with or greater than the resonance linewidth. 

2.4.3 Spin-echoes 

Because of the finite size of the sample each nucleus experiences a slightly different main 
magnetic field Bo and therefore precesses either slightly faster or slower than the mean. 
This results in an unwanted yontribution 1/f 2' to the natural relaxation rate 1/f 2 and thus 
the observed value can be wntten as 

( 2.35) 

It is possible to reverse this inhomogeneous dephasing and produce what is known as a 
spin-echo ( devised by Carr-Purcell ).After a time 't apply a 180°1 x. The echo will 

therefore form at time 21:. The Carr-Purcell pulse sequence for a spin echo is shown 
together with the nuclear signal in Fig.2-9. This sequence is useful for measuring rapid 
T2 decays. 

The Carr-Purcell Train. 

After the first echo, successive refocusing of the signal can be achieved resulting in a 

Carr-Purcell train. If a chain of pulses is applied at times ( 2n + 1 )'t then the chain of 

echoes will be formed at times ( 2n + 2 )'t with their amplitudes decaying as T 2. This will 
happen provided: 

(a) 'tis kept short enough ( as must be the case in the Carr-Purcell spin echo pulse 
sequence ) so as to prevent significant diffusion occurring between pulses since this 
would inhibit echo formation. 
( b ) The RF pulses are homogeneous. 

The problem of RF inhomogeneity can be overcome by using phase shifted pulses. This 
is the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill ( CPMG) sequence: 

90° I -- 't -- 180° I -- 2't -- 180° I -- 2't -- 180° I X y y y· 

The CPMG pulse sequence thus enables the measurement of much longer T 2 decays. The 
spin echo will refocus all of the Zeeman interaction. The interested reader is referred to 
appendix A. 



X 

90°1 
X 

0 

z z 

90°1 
X 

t=O 
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X 

z 

180°IX 

Fig.2-9 
The Carr-Purcell spin echo which refocuses 
M O after dephasing occurs due to magnetic 
field inhomogeneities. 
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Chapter 3 

3.1 Introduction 

Theory of Relaxation 
When I do count the clock that tells the time 

... William Shakespeare 

1 9 

This chapter considers in detail the derivation of formulae for T 1 and T lp· The procedure 

follows that of Look and Lowe25 and the results obtained will be seen to contain an 

admixture of spectral densities evaluated at the characteristic frequencies 2co1, coo, 2roo as 
pointed out in chapter one. 

3.1.1 The Assumption of a Spin Temperature 

The starting point is to consider a system of N spins which is able to be described by a 
spin temperature Ts· For the spin system to be in thermodynamic equilibrium and 

describable by Ts, it is required that, for any pair of levels separated in energy by LiE, the 

ratio of the spin populations be determined by the Boltzmann factor exp[ - LiE / kTs ]. 
When dealing with a spin 1/2 system the description by a spin temperature is always 
valid, however for systems having spins > 1/2 this description can only be used as long 
as T2 << T1. As long as this condition exists the system ofN spins interacts within itself 
more strongly than with the lattice and so will come to internal equilibrium more rapidly 
tl1an it WJI come to equilibrium with the lattice. 

The population Pn of the nth energy level, which is often given by the element Pnn of the 
density matrix is 

Pn = Pnn = ( 1/Z ) exp[ - En / kT ] 

= ( 1/Z ) exp[ - ~En ] 

where~= 1 /kT and Z = Lexp[ - ~En]. 
n 

( 3.1 ) 

Let Wnm be the probability per unit time that a transition is induced between the quantum 

levels I n > and I m > by interaction with the reservoir. Then the rate of change of the 

spin population, Pmm, of the level Im > is due to all the contributions from the other 

levels minus the contribution of Im> to the other levels, or more succinctly, 

Pmm = L ( gain from I n > - loss from I m > ) 

n:;t:m 

( 3.2) 

Thus the relaxation master equation for the diagonal elements of the density matrix ( i.e 
spin populations ) is26 

Pmm = L ( Pnn W nm - Pmm W mn) ( 3.3 ) 
n:;t:m 
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3.1.2 Consideration of the Reservoir from an Energy Viewpoint 

In order for the spin system to undergo a transition between energy levels I n > and I m > 
the reservoir must necessarily undergo the reverse transition between its corresponding 
levels IN> and IM> respectively. Fig.3-1 illustrates this 

In> ,En 

,Jm> ,Em 

Spin system Reservoir 

En ➔ Pin requires a transition EM ➔ EN 

Likewise Em ➔ Eit requires a transition ~ ➔ ~ 

Fig.3-1 
Schematic showing the en~rgy coupling between the Spin system and the Reservoir. 

This can be seen, for example, in a two-spin system whereby the spins in the higher 

energy state I -1/2 > must give up a certain amount of energy, yBo, to the lattice in order 
to align themselves with the magnetic field ( Fig.3-2 ). 

n 1-1/2 > 

--11111►► YBo 

HUH 
I +1/2 > 

Fig.3-2 
The Spin system must exchange energy with the Reservoir in order to align the 
higher energy spins with the main magnetic field B0. 
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Hence, for general levels I n > and I m > then W mn / W nm must have the ratio of the 
density of states in the reservoir ( as required by the fact that the system left to itself will 
come to thermal equilibrium and the principle of detailed balancing ); that is 

( 3.4) 

where 13L = 1 / kTv and TL is the reservoir (lattice) temperature. Combining Eq.( 3.3) 
with Eq.( 3.4) yields 

Pmm = L { Pnn - Pmmexp[ -13( En - Em)] } Wnm 

n:;t:m 

3.1.3 Derivation of Hebel-Slichter Expression for T 1 

( 3.5) 

The groundwork just covered will prove useful in obtaining the general relation of Hebel 
and Slichter27 giving the spin-lattice relaxation time T 1 for systems maintaining a spin 
temperature, which is derived as follows: 
We find dj3 / dt using 

Now 

d < E > / dt = ( d < E > / d/3 )( d/3 I dt ) 

d < E > / dt = d / dt [ L Pmm Em ] 
m 

= L [ L Pnn W nm - Pmm W mn ] Em 
m n:;t:m 

= L [ Pnn W nm - Pmm W mn ] Em 
m,n 

Note that a more symmetrical form can be defined as follows since also 

d < E > / dt = L [ Pmm W mn - Pnn W nm ] En 
m,n 

= - I: [ Pnn W nm - Pmm W mn ] En 
m,n 

{'lt:.\ 
\ -'•V) 

( 3.7) 

( 3.8) 
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⇒ d < E > / dt = 1/2 L [ Pnn Wnm - Pmm Wmn] [ Em - En] ( 3.9) 
m,n 

( 3.10 ) 

= 1/2 L W nm Pnn [ 1 - exp( f3 - f3L )( En - Em ) ] [ Em - En ] 
m,n 

using Pmm / Pnn = exp f3( En - Em ). Now 

< E > = 1/Z L Em exp( -f3Em ) ( 3.11 ) 

and Z = L [ 1 - f3Em + ( f3Em / 2! )2 + ... ] . If we restrict ourselves to high temperatures 
m 

then Z can be approximated by 

Z = Zx, = L ( 1 - f3Em ) 
m 

( 3.12) 

and Tr ( Z) = Tr ( Z00 ) = 21 + 1. Thus differentiating Eq.( 3.11 ) with respect to f3 gives 

d <E > / df3 = - l/Z00 L Em2 exp( - f3Em) 
m 

So under the high temperature approximation ( H. T.A ) 

( 3.13 ) 

d < E > / dt = 1/2 L W nm Pnn[ ( f3L - f3 )( En - Em )( Em - En ) ] 
m,n 

= - 1/2 L W mn Pnn ( f3L - f3 )( En - Em )2 
m,n 

= - 1/2 L W mn ( En - Em )2 ( f3L - f3 ) / Zoo ( 3.14) 
m,n 

Therefore df3 / dt = f3L - f3 / T 1 where 

( 3.15) 
m,n m 
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It should be noted that ~ relaxes exponentially to ~L· Also the assumption of a spin 
temperature forces the system to relax with a single exponential. Eq.( 3.15) is the Hebel
Slichter27 expression for T 1 and provides for us the stepping stone to attaining general 
formulae for T 1 and T Ip to which the next section is hereby devoted to in detail. 

3.2 Derivation of the Spin-lattice Relaxation Times 

3.2.1 Relaxation along the Static Field 

Fig.3-3 shows two spins i andj subject to a main magnetic field Bo. Let the direction of 

Bo define the z-axis of a sph~rical polar co-ordinate system with eij and <l>ij denoting the 
usual polar and azimuthal angles respectively of the internuclear vector rij between the 
two spins. 

Fig.3-3 
The geometry for two spins i and j subject to a main magnetic field 80 . 

In computing the spin-lattice relaxation time T 1 along the static magnetic field Bo, the 
zeroth order Hamiltonian is assumed to be 

Jfo = - "/hBo L I) ( 3.16 ) 
1 
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The perturbing Hamiltonian is made up from the sum of the dipole-dipole interactions 
between pairs of spins and is given in Cartesian co-ordinates by28 

( 3.17 ) 

with< I ~I> much greater than < I ::H1 I >. Expressing ::H1 into spherical-polar co

ordinates gives29 

%1 = ( ".it; ) 2 I: (A·+ B·· + C·· + D·· + E·· + F-·) l" I] I] I] I] I] I] ( 3.18 ) 
i,sj 

where 
( 3.19) 

A·· - r---3 ( 1 - 3cos 2 0··) I3i I3j IJ - IJ IJ ( ~m = 0) 

B··=-1/4 r··-3( 1-3cos20··)(T irj + IiI j) (~m=O) IJ IJ IJ -4 - - + 

C .. = -3/2 r---3 sin0··cos0·· exp( -iih .. ) ( I i I j + I+i I i) ( .1.m = 1) lj IJ IJ IJ 't'IJ Z + -Z: 

D·· = c-.+ 
IJ IJ ( .1.m = -1 ) 

E·· - -3/4 r---3 sin 2 0·· exp( -i2th ··) I i I j IJ - IJ IJ 't'lj + + ( .1.m = 2) 

F··-E·-+ lJ - IJ ( .1.m = -2) 

where the dagger denotes the Hermitian conjugate and I+j and I) are the usual raising and 

lowering operators, respectively, for eigenfunctions of I/ The reader should note that 
each of the terms above is the product of a spatial operator and a spin operator. Also 

because of the relative motion of the nuclei the rij, 0ij and <Jlij are all time dependent and 

thus 5-fi has the form25 

H]_ ( t ) = L 5-fi/X ( t) ::H1s'J. ( 3.20) 

a 

where the subscripts r and s refer to the spatial and spin operators respectively and a = 
Aij, Bij, qj, Dij, Eij and Fij is summed over all i and j. It should also be pointed out that 
only terms where off-diagonal elements appear in the product of the spin operators are 

involved in causing transitions ( i.e. those with .1.m ':I:- 0 ). Thus the terms Cij, Dij, Eij 
and Fij are important and in this regard form the selection rules for transitions. The terms 

with .1.m = 0 are time independent and leave the energy unchanged. 

In chapter two, Eq.( 2.1 ) defined a general state I \fl> to be I \fl>= I: aml m >. If the 
complex admixture amplitudes are now considered to be time dependent then 

I \fl>= I: am( t) exp( -iEmt) Im> 
m 

( 3.21 ) 



By writing down the Schrodinger equation 

< 11m ) a 1 'P > 1 at = < ~ + .1-fi ) I 'I' > 

then from first order perturbation theory it can easily be shown that 

am = ( 1/ili ) L < m I .1-ij_ ( t ) I n > an exp[ i( COm - COn )t ] 

n:;em 

""' ( l/i1i) L < m I .1-ij_ ( t) I n > exp[ i( COm - COn )t] 

rr4m 

25 

( 3.22) 

( 3.23) 

( 3.24) 

if an""' 1 and am ""' 0 for all time. This approximation, as Bloembergen, Purcell and 
Pound point out, is only valid for slow relaxation; i.e., 

( 3.25 ) 

which is approximately 200 kHz for this work. Upon integrating Eq.( 3.24) we get 

t 

am= ( 1/ili) J < m I .1-ij_( t') In> exp[ i COmnt'] dt' 
0 

( 3.26) 

where COmn = com - con. Assuming that the time dependence of :J-[1/1. ( t ) is random, we 

can now proceed to obtain W mn; hence30 

W mn = dP m / dt = d/dt ( amam * ) 

= am (dam* I dt) + complex conjugate ( c.c ) ( 3.27 ) 

Therefore 

+ c.c 

t 

W mn = ( l/li2 ) J < n I :J-[1 ( t ) I m > < m I :J-[1 ( t' ) I n > exp[ i COmnC t' - t ) ] dt' 
0 

( 3.28) 
Let t' - t = -c. Then dt' = d-c. Thus 

0 
W mn = ( l/n2 ) J < n I .1-ij_ ( t) I m > < m I :H1 ( t + 'C ) I n > exp[ i COmn( 'C ) ] d'C 

+c.c -t 
( 3.29) 

The limits on the integral of the complex conjugate will range from 0 to t and so the total 

range integrated over will be -t to t. Letting the limits then tend to infinity and allowing 

that .1-ij_ ( t ) is stationary, gives 

00 ( 3.30) 

Wmn = ( 1/fi2 ) J < n 1.'.Hj( t) Im>< m I .'.Hj( t + 'C) In> exp[ i COmn'C ]d'CAv 
-oo 
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Inserting the~ ( t) of Eq.( 3.20) into Eq.( 3.30) yields 

00 

I a,a -00 

• I 

x < n I ~/t. I m > < m I ~/x I n > ( 3.31 ) 

Therefore25 

00 

Wmn = ( 1/li2 ) :E { f G1raa'( t, 't) exp[ -icomn't ] d't} 
I a,a -00 

I 

x < n I ~sa I m > < m I ~sa I n > ( 3.32) 

where G1raa'( t, 't ), a correlation function is defined by 

( 3.33 ) 

For stationary random processes G1raa'( t, 't) is independent oft and so becomes 

G1raa'( 't ). Since we are assuming that< 1 Jfo I> is much greater than <I~ I> then the 

energy difference En - Em depends only upon ~sa and not upon the spin states In> and 

I m >. Then letting the energy difference En - Em= hcoa, we can define our spectral 
density by 

00 

( 3.34) 

-00 

and so W nm then becomes25 

W nm= l/li2 :E J lraa'( roa) < n I Jf1sa I m > < m I Jf1sa' I n > ( 3.35 ) 
I 

a,a 

Thus inserting the Wnm of Eq.( 3.35) into the Hebel-Slichter formula of Eq.( 3.15) and 

using Em = < m I Jfo I m > we find, 

a.,a.' m,n 

( 3.36) 

x [ < n I Jfo I n >2 - 2< n I Jfo I n >< m I Jfo I m > + < m I Jfo I m >2 ] } / 

:E <ml Jfolm>2 

m 



< n I .'.tfisa Im>< m I 1-fo Im>< m 11-fo Im>< m I .'.tfisa' In> 

I 

+ < n 11-fo In>< n I .'.tfisa Im>< m I .'.tfisa In>< n 11-fo In> 

- < n 11-fo I n >< n I .'.tfisa I m :::>< m 11-fo I m >< m I .'.tfisa' I n > 

- < n I .'.tfisa I m >< m 11-fo I m >< m I .'.tfisa' In >< n 11-fo I n > ) } / 

I, <m11-folm>2 

m 
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( 3.37 ) 

By arranging the terms in the above order one can easily see that the relaxation rate can 
now be written more succinctly as25 

Tr 1-fo2 I a,a 

( 3.38 ) 
where Tr means trace or sum over the diagonal matrix elements. At this stage it is 
important to realise that the identity matrix .ri is present since, for example, the Zeeman 
Hamiltonian can be written as· 

( 3.39) 

and as seen in chapter two the Tr ( I) = 2I + 1 and so 

Tr ( 1-fo2 ) = ( -yhB0 )2 Tr [ ( Izi )2] Tr ( .ri ) 

= ( -yhB0 )2 ( 1/3 ) I ( I + 1 ) ( 2I + 1 )2 ( 3.40) 

The evaluation of the traces is straightforward and is shown below for a, corresponding 
to qj. ( Refer to Eq.( 3.19 )). 

( 3.41 ) 

where c·· - r··-3 sin0··cos0·· exp( -ith··) Then lJ - lj IJ lJ 'l'IJ • 

( 3.42) 
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where we have made use of the relationships 

[ Iz , Ix ] = i Iy 

[Iz , Iy ] = -i Ix 

( 3.43a) 

( 3.43b) 

( 3.43c) 

Then [ 5-fo, :Hisw] can be written down directly as 

( 3.44) 

since this must be the case so as to bring Eq.( 4.42) back to a diagonal matrix. This 
gives for our trace then, 

= 2 ( 1/3 ) I ( I + 1 ) ( 21 + 1 ) x ( 2/3 ) I ( I + 1 ) ( 21 + 1 ) ( 3 .45 ) 

Finally then, when all the factors have been brought together, the spin-lattice relaxation 
rate for N spins becomes 

1 / T 1 = y4 tJ.2 { 31 ( I + 1 ) / 2N } Z [ Kil) ( mo) + Ki2) ( 2mo) ] 

( 3.46) 

where we make the definitions 

00 

Ki/1) ( m) = 1/2 J exp ( - i OYC) [ < Cij ( 't) ci/ ( 0) > + c.c] ( 3.47a) 

-oo 

00 

Ki/2) ( m ) = 1/2 J exp ( - i OYC ) [ < eij ( 't ) ei/ ( 0 ) > + c.c ] ( 3.47b ) 
-00 

For a pair of spins where N = 2 then31 

1 / T 1 = 3/2 y4 ti2 I (I+ 1 ) [ J CI) ( m0 ) + J <2) ( 2m0 ) ] ( 3.48) 

This shows the dependence of T 1 upon the spectral densities evaluated at the 

characteristic frequencies Wo and 2Wo, 
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3.2.2 Relaxation along the Rotating Field 

In order to calculate the relaxation time along the rotating field Tip it is necessary to 
assume that the interactions within the spin system are strong enough so that a 
temperature is maintained within the spin system at all times ( in the rotating frame ) and 
that the effect of the spin-lattice interaction is to change this temperature slowly until an 
equilibrium value is reached.( The reason why the system behaves as if it were 
proceeding toward equilibrium in the rotating frame is because the Hamiltonian is less 
time dependent in such a frame24 ). The spins and the lattice in the laboratory frame are 
two ordinary thermodynamic systems and that clearly when their temperatures are equal 
then an equilibrium between them will exist; however, as pointed out by Abragam32, no 
such simple predictions can now be made because the spin and lattice temperatures in the 
present problem are now defined in two different frames of reference. The transformation 
to the rotating frame involves the use of the operator 

and 

S = exp ( iOO()t L 12i) 

i 

w = s :J-{s-1 + in s-1 c as I c>t) 

( 3.49 ) 

( 3.50) 

where W is the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame. By inserting the 9-fo and 1-fi of the 
Eq.( 3.16) and Eq.( 3.18) respectively we get 

!l-for :- - yhB 1 I: Ix i 
i 

( ~ "1 \ '-·- ..... / 

;!fir= -y2n2 L [ Aij + Bij + exp ( icoot) Cij + exp ( -iOO()t) Dij + exp ( 2icoot) Eij 

i<j 

+ exp ( -2icoot ) Fij ] ( 3.52) 

The result of the dipolar interaction terms of Eq.( 3.52) being multiplied by coherent time 
dependent interaction terms is simply a shift of their frequency spectrums. Their general 
stochastic nature is left unchanged and can be inserted into Eq.( 3.46) as our perturbative 
terms yielding, 

1 / T lp = "fh2 { 31 (I + 1 ) / 2N } x L [ 5/2 Ki/1) ( coo) + 1/4 Ki/2) ( 200() ) 

i:;t:j 

+ 1/4 Kij(0) ( 2co1 )] ( 3.53) 

where the Ki}1) ( co) and Ki}2) (co) are defined in Eq.( 3.47 ) and 

00 

KiO) ( co) = 1/2 f exp ( -ico1: ) [ < bij ( 1: ) bi/ ( 0 ) > + c.c ] ( 3.54) 
-oo 

T Ip then has the further dependence on the low frequency co1. 



ForN = 2 then 

1 / T Ip = 3/2 y4n2 I (I + 1 ) [ 1/4 J0 ( 2ro1 ) + 5/2 J 1 ( ro0 ) + 1/4 J2 ( 2ro0 ) ] 

( 3.55) 
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The relaxation times T 1 and T lp have been calculated for N = 2 spin systems. The next 
section deals with the problem of the 3-spin methyl group CH3 present in the PDMS 
chain, 

[ Si ( CH3 h --- 0 ]n 

3.3 The Problem of the Rotating Methyl Group 

3.3.1 General 

As mentioned in the previous section the formula for T lp is valid for a two-spin system. 
This section will show how the three-spin methyl group CH 3 present in the PDMS chain 
can in fact behave as a two-spin system comprised of two protons coupled together. This 
problem has been treated by Stejskal and Gutowsky33 for T 1 and T2 relaxation involving 
the J 1 and J2 spectral densities. It is extended here for T lp by obtaining the Jo term. 

The expressions for both T 1 and T lp are based on the spatial operators 

F" ( t ) = ( 1 - 3cos20 ) / r3 
V " ,,, " ;, ~ 

F 1 ( t ) = sin0cos0 exp( i<j> ) / r3 

F2 ( t ) = sin20 exp( 2i<j> ) / r3 

( 3.56a) 

( 3.56b) 

( 3.56c) 

where 0 and <I> denote the usual polar and azimuthal angles respectively of the internuclear 
vector r between the two spins, ( see Fig.3-3 ), and 

00 

Jo ( co ) = f exp( -iOYC ) Fo ( t ).F0* ( t + 't ) d't ( 3.57a) 
-oo 

00 

( 3.57b) 
-oo 

00 

Ji (co)= f exp( -iOYC) F2 ( t ),F2* ( t + 't) d't ( 3.57c) 
-oo 
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The geometry for the CH3 methyl group is as follows in Fig.3-4. 

z 

Fig.3-4 
The geometry for the CH3 methyl group subject to a main magnetic field 8 0 . 

This group rapidly rotates due to quantum tunnelling as pointed out by Stejskal and 
Gutowsky33. Adding the relaxation effects of each proton separately is unwarranted. 
Instead, each proton must be assumed to interact with the other two protons in a manner 
that the motion of these protons is correlated . 

A new axis system has been defined in which two azimuthal angles are now involved. 
The angle ~ for rotation about the methyl bond and the angle y for rotation about the 
magnetic field. The H1 - H1 internuclear vectors lie in the plane of the equilateral triangle 
shown in Fig.3-4. At some arbitrary angle ~' the orientation of one of the internuclear 

vectors can be represented by a radius r from the point where r makes an angle ~ with OX 

where xyz form an orthogonal axis set and a, is given in the YZ plane ( see Fig.3-5 ). 

Consider then the picture in the YZ plane. Note that r makes an angle 0 with the vertical 

and so has a vertical component r cos0; then referring to Fig.3-6, 

r cos0 = r sin~cos( rr,/2 - a,) 

= r sin~sina, 
Therefore, 

cos0 = sin~sina,. 

( 3.58 ) 

( 3.59 ) 
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z 

0 

X 

Fig.3-5 
Schematic illustrating the new axis system for the CH3 methyl group. 

z 

y 

Fig.3-6 
The geometry for the Cf-h methyl group shown in the y-z plane. 
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Consider the picture in the plane normal to z ( see Fig.3-7 ), 

rcos~ 

Fig.3-7 
The geometry for the CH3 methyl group shown in the plane normal to z. 

then, 

cos<p = cos~ I sin0 ( 3.60) 

and 

sincp = cosasin~ I sin0 ( 3.61 ) 

. In fact the additional azimuthal angle y must be added to <p. Following Stejskal and 
Gutowsky33 we may write down the spatial operators F O ( t ), F 1 ( t ) and F2 ( t ) for 
two spins in the XY plane as 

Fo ( t ) = l/r3 ( 1 - 3cos20 ) 

= lfr3 ( 1 - 3sin2~.sin2a) ( 3.62a) 

F1 ( t) = l/r3 [ exp( icptot) ] sin0cos0 

= 1/r3 [ exp i( y + <p) ] sin0sin~sina ( 3.62b) 

F2 ( t ) = l/r3 [ exp( 2icptot) ] sin20 ( 3.62c ) 
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Making use of the identities 

yields 

exp i<p = (cos~/ sine)+ i ( cosasin~ /sine) ( 3.63a) 

exp 2i<p = [ (cos~/ sine)+ i ( cosasin~ /sine) ]2 ( 3.63b) 

Fo ( t ) = 1Jr3 ( 1 - 3§in2~sin2a) ( 3.64a) 

F1 ( t) = 1/4r3 [ exp( iy) ] ( 2sinasin2~ - 2isin2acos2~ + 2isin2a) ( 3.64b ) 

F2 ( t ) = l/2r3 [ exp( 2iy) ] [ 2icosasin2~ + ( 1 + cos2a )cos2~ + sin2a ] 
( 3.64c) 

To take into account the interaction from the third nucleus we must add to the above 
equations another similar set in which ~ is replaced by ~ + n/3 since the additional 

nucleus has its internuclear vector rotated by 1t/3 with respect to the original. Doing this 
yields 

Fo ( t ) = 1/4r3 L ~ - 6sin2~sin2a - 9sin2a - 3 3sin2~sin2a ] ( 3.65a) 

F1 ( t ) = 1/4r3 [ exp( iy) ] [ sinasin2~ + 3sinacos2~ - ( i/2 )sin2acos2~ 

+ ( i 3/2 )sin2asin2~ + 2isina ] ( 3.65b) 

F2 ( t ) = l/2r3 [ exp( 2iy) ] [ icosasin2~ + i 3cosacos2~ - ( 1/2 ) 

( 1 + cos2a )cos2~ - ( 3/2 )( 1 + cos2a )sin2~ + 2sin2a] ( 3.65c) 

3.3.2 Rapid Rotation 

Finally if we consider the averages of Fo ( t ), F1 ( t) and F2 ( t ), which can be taken for 

rapid changes in ~ ( i.e. as long as ~ is much greater than 2roo ), then the above equations 
simplify to yield 

Fo ( t ) = 1Jr3 ( 3cos2a - 1 ) 

F 1 ( t ) = ifr3 [ exp( iy) ] sinacosa 

F2 ( t ) = 1fr3 [ exp( 2iy) ] sin2a 

( 3.66a) 

( 3.66b) 

( 3.66c) 
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On comparing Eq.'s ( 3.66 ) with Eq.'s ( 3.56 ) one finds that on replacing 0 and <I> with 

a and yrespectively, they are identical apart from altering their phase. However these 

phase changes do not affect the spectral densities Jo ( ro ), J1 ( ro) and J2 ( ro ). By this 
analysis then the relaxation of protons in methyl groups under rapid rotation, due to the 
effect of the other two protons, is the same as that of protons in a pair whereby the 

orientation of the internuclear vector ( 0 , <I> ) is change,d to that of the C-axis vector in the 

CH3 group (a, y). 



Chapter 4 Derivation of the 
Spectral Densities 

Therefore let us leave the elementary teachings of Christ 
and go on to maturity ... The letter to the Hebrews 6: 1 
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This chapter continues the discussion of spectral densities in chapter three. The three 

terms Jo ( 2co1 ), J1 (coo) and J2 ( 2roo) involved in the relaxation rate 1 / Tip are 
derived for the CH3 group. 1:he problem of the polymer chain in the melt is considered in 
more detail with particular 'emphasis being towards developing correlation functions 
which adequately describe the three components. Finally a spectral density for the molten 
polymer chain is outlined and briefly summarised. 

4.1 Rotational Diffusion Outlined 

4.1.1 Autocorrelation of Fk ( t ) with Spherical Freedom 

For a single pair of nuclei the spatial operators Fk ( t) where k = 0, 1, 2 can be related to 

the spherical harmonics Y2krespectively. This idea will be used in accordance with the 

rotational model of Abragam34 where rotational diffusion takes place on the surf ace of a 
sphere and can be described by a diffusion equation 

( 4.1 ) 

where Lls is the Laplacian operator on the surface of a sphere and 'I' is the probability of 

finding the internuclear vector at ( 0 , <I> ) at time t. Then expressing 'I' as an expansion of 
spherical harmonics, 

'I' ( 0 , <I> , t) = Z: c1m ( t )Y1m ( 0 , <j> ) 

l,m 

= Z: c1m ( t )Y1m ( Q ) 
l,m 

( 4.2) 

( 4.3) 

Inserting Eq.( 4.3) into Eq.( 4.1) and taking into account the relation Lls Yim ( Q) = -1 

( 1 + 1 ) Yim ( Q) as well as the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics it is seen that 

where Abragam introduces -r1 such that 

1:1 = ( Ds I a2 ) I ( 1 + 1 ) 

( 4.4) 

( 4.5) 

( 4.6) 
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P( n , n 0 , t ) is the conditional probability of finding the system at n at time t if it is at 

n 0 at time zero. This means that P( n , n 0 , t ) is the solution '¥ which obeys the initial 
condition 

Whence, 

and 

'¥( n , 0) = o( n -no) = L Yim* (no) Yim ( n) 
1,m 

P( n , no , t ) = L Yim* ( no ) Yim ( n ) exp( - t/'ti ) 
l,m 

Now the a priori probability p( n 0 ) is 1/4n so that 

( 4.7) 

( 4.8) 

( 4.9) 

Gkk' ( t) = ff Fk *( n) Fk' (no) P( n , no, t) p( no) dn dno ( 4.10) 

= ff Fk*( n) Fk' (no) [ L Yim* (no) Yim ( n) exp( - t/'ti)] 1/41t fild.Qo 
l,m 

( 4.11 ) 

It is often convenient to express the Fk in a basis of Yim because of the orthogonality of 
the spherical harmonics 

Therefore 

Fk ( n ) = L a~•m· Yrm' ( n) 
l',m' 

Gkk' ( t ) = 1/41t L a~m ak'im exp( -I t I / 'tl ) 
l,m 

( 4.12 ) 

( 4.13) 

4.1.2 Autocorrelation of Fk ( t ) with Azimuthal Freedom only 

Consider the rotational diffusion taking place around one axis only so that now 

If'¥ is expanded in a Fourier series '¥ ( <P ) = L Cm exp( imq> ) then 
m 

( dcm / dt) exp( imq> ) = ( -Ds / a2 ) m2 exp( imq> ) Cm 

⇒ Cm ( t) = Cm ( 0) exp( -1 t I/ 'tm) 

( 4.14 ) 

( 4.15 ) 

( 4.16) 



where 

By similar reasoning to 4.1.1 P( <I>, <Po, t) is ':P( <I>, t) where 

':P( <1> , o ) = o( <1> - <Po) 

= N :E exp( -im<!>o ) exp( im<j> ) 
m 

and N is some normalisatiod'factor. Thus 

and so 

P( <I> , <Po , t) = N :E exp( -im<!>o ) exp( im<j> ) exp( -t/'tm) 
m 
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( 4.17 ) 

( 4.18 ) 

( 4.19) 

( 4.20) 

Gkk' ( t) = 1/21t ff Fk *( <I> ) Fk' ( <l>o) N :E exp( -im<!>o ) exp( im<j> ) exp( -t/'tm) d<j> d<!>o 
m 

( 4.21 ) 
Because of the orthogonality of the exp( im<j> ), it is convenient to expand the azimuthal 
parts of Fk in the following Fourier basis 

P. f th \ - ~ hk , ov.-./ ~-A- \ 
,. k , 't' 1 - ,,_, u m· '-'"'1:'\ H.L.l'f' 1 

m' 

This gives for the autocorrelation function 

Gkk' ( t) = N/21t :E bkm bk'm exp( -It I/ 'tm) 
m 

4.2 Application to the Methyl Group 

4.2.1 First Steps 

( 4.23) 

The preceding theory can now be applied to the CH3 group to determine the spectral 
densities involved. By comparing with Eq.( 3.65) the Fk ( t) can be decomposed into 

Fk ( t) = <l>k1 ( t) + <Pi ( t) sin2~ + <l>k3 ( t) cos2~. ( 4.24) 

where ~ is the angle for methyl group azimuthal rotations.Since ( "{, a ) and ~ are 

uncorrelated then 

( 4.25) 

+ < <j>k2*( t + 't) <Pk2 ( t) > < sin2~( t + 't) sin2f3( t) > 
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+ < <l>k3*( t + 1: ) <l>k3 ( t) > < cos2j3( t + 1:) cos2j3( t) > 

since cross-terms have zero correlation because of the orthogonality of 1, sin2j3 and 

cos2j3. This makes, then 

where 

< Fk*( t + 't) Fk ( t) > = < <l>kl*( t + 1:) <!>kl ( t) > ( 4.26) 

+ < <l>k2*( t + 1:) <l>k2 ( t) > x 1/2 exp( -I 't I/ 'tc) 

+ < <1>k3*( t + 1:) <l>k3 ( t) > x 1/2 exp( -I 't I/ 'tc) 

( 4.27) 

4.2.2 Identification of the <l>k and the Derivation of J0 ( ro ) 

Each of the <l>k can be readily identified by examining their corresponding F k ( t ). If we 
consider Fo ( t ), then 

Fo ( t ) = 1/r3 [ 3cos2a - 1 + ( 3 3/4 )cos2j3sin2a + ( 3 3/4 )sin2j3sin2a ] 

From this we see 

<j>01 = l/r3 [ 3cos2a - 1 ] 

<j>02 = 1Jr3 3/4 [ 2 + ( 1 - 3cos2a ) ] 

<l>o3 = l/r3 1/4 [ 2 + ( 1 - 3cos2a ) ] 

( 4.28) 

( 4.29a) 

( 4.29b) 

( 4.29c) 

Writing the <l>k in the form given above, one can easily make the change to spherical 
harmonics. Doing this yields 

Moreover 

<1>o2 = 1Jr3 3/4 2( 4rc )1/2 [ y 00 - ( 1/5 )112 Y 20] 

<!>03 = 1Jr3 1/4 2( 4rc )1/2 [ Yoo- ( 1/5 )1/2 Y 20] 

< <j>01*( t + 1:) <1>o1 ( t) > = ( 4/5r6) exp( -t/1:2 ) 

< <)>02*( t + 1:) <l>a2 ( t) > = ( 3/4r6 )[ 1 + 1/5 exp( -t/1:2)] 

< <j>03*( t + 1:) <j>03 ( t) > = ( l/4r6 )[ 1 + 1/5 exp( -t11:2 )] 

( 4.3Oa) 

( 4.3Ob) 

( 4.3Oc) 

( 4.31a) 

(4.31b) 

(4.31c) 
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The autocorrelation of Fo ( t ) can now be written directly as 

< F0*( t + t) F0 ( t) > = < <1>0
1*( t + t) <1>0

1 ( t) > 

+ < <j>02* ( t + "C ) <j>02 ( t ) > < sin2{3( t + "C ) sin2{3( t ) > 

+ < <j>03*( t + "C) <j>03 ( t) > < cos2{3( t + "C) cos2{3( t) > ( 4.32 ) 

= 1 / 10r6 { 8exp( -t/"C2) + 5exp( -t/"Cc) + exp( -t/"C2•) } ( 4.33 ) 

where 1 / t2• = 1 / t2 + 1 / 'Ce. The Fourier transform of Eq.( 4.33 ) is straightforward 

and so the spectral density J0 ( co ) is therefore 
( 4.34) 

Jo ( co) = 1/5r6 { ( 8t2 / 1 + co2"Ci) + ( 5"Cc / 1 + co2"Cc2 ) + ( t2• / 1 + co2"C212 )} 

The remaining two spectral densities J 1 ( co ) and J2 ( co ) follow the same procedure and 
the results are stated as 

( 4.35) 

J1 (co)= 1/30r6 { ( 8t2/ 1 + co2"Ci) + ( 5t1• I 1 + co~1;2) + ( t2• I 1 + co~2·2 )} 

J2 ( co ) = l/30r6 { ( 32t2 / l + ~i) + ( 9t2• / 1 + ~2•2 ) 
( 4.36) 

+ ( 7t3• / 1 + co~3•2 ) + ( 3t4• / 1 + co~4•2 ) + ( 11n )( ts• I 1 + co~s·2 )} 

The details of the derivation of J 1 ( co ) and J2 ( co ) for this model are presented in 

appendix B. The numerical subscripts of the correlation times 'ti are related to the 

corresponding spherical harmonics yik fork= 0, 1, 2. Spherical harmonics of higher 
order than those presently tabulated were calculated using the formula 

Y nm ( 0, <j>) = ( -1 )ID { [ ( 2n + 1) / 41t] [ ( n - m )! / ( n + m )! ] }1/2 

X pnm (COSS) exp( im<j>) ( 4.37) 

where Pnm ( cos0) is the associated Legendre function 
( 4.38) 

P nm ( cos0 ) = ( 1 / 2nn! ) ( 1 - x2 )m/2 dm+n / dxm+n ( x2 - 1 ), -n s; m s; n. 
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4.3 T 1 and T 1 P for Rapid Rotation 

Rapid j3 rotation can be considered if we take the limit as 'Cc ➔ 0. In the spectral densities 

this means that 'Ck' ➔ 0 for all k. Hence 

( 4.39) 

➔ 3y4ti2 / 4or6 x { ( 4-c2 / 1 + oo02-ci2) + ( 1612 / 1 + 4oo02-ci2) } 

( 4.40) 

This is in agreement with that of Stejskal and Gutowsky33 for rapid rotation of the CH3 
in a crystal powder. For relaxation in the rotating frame, 

1 / T Ip = ( 9/8 ) y4h2 { 1/4 J0 ( 2oo1 ) + 5/2 JI ( 000 ) + 1/4 J2 ( 2oo0 ) } 

( 4.41 ) 

This is identical to the equation of Look and Lowe25 for rotating frame relaxation for a 
pair of spins. In the methyl group therefore the equivalent relaxation behaviour is that of 
two spins with internuclear vector of length equal to the methyl bond separation but 
oriented along the rotation axis of the methyl group. Where the correlation time for the 
motion of the spins is such that 'Cc-I<< ooo ,the spectral density term Jo ( 2oo1 ) sensitive 
to the lower RF Larmor frequency will dominate. In this regime, applicable to high 
polymer motion in the melt, 

( 4.42) 
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4.4 Polymer Motion 

4.4.1 The Kimmich Model 

Having dealt with the methyl group problem it is appropriate here to review polymer 
reptation and in particular the spectral density function derived by Kimmich for the 
purpose of elucidating T 1 dispersions3,4. This model is aptly illustrated in Fig.4-1 below. 

0 0 0 
0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 
0 0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 0 

Fig.4-1 
Schematic illustration of a chain in polymer melts. The circles represent the 

maJrix of neighbouring chains that confine the polymer chain into a tight tube. 

The chain: is confined to a tight tube formed by the matrix of neighbouring chains 
according to the model of Edwards35. The diameter of the tight tube is given by the mean 
fluctuation amplitude of the local processes. These processes are designated Component 
A and consist of anisotropic reorientations of the spin dipole-dipole interaction. This is 
the most rapid of the processes and the existence of residual anisotropy is essential if any 
other motions occurring on timescales much larger than that for segment rotation are to be 
observed. In the Kimmich model these other motions form the reptation within the tight 
tube and tube renewal designated Components B and C respectively. The correlation 
functions describing each component will now be discussed. 
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4.4.2 Component A: Local Processes 

These are local motions such as defect diffusion over short distances. Component A is 
not connected with translational segment displacements but reorientations about the chain 
axis caused by, for example, diffusing defects as illustrated in Fig.4-2. 

Fig.4-2 
Schematic representation showing the component A process of the molecular motion 
in a chain entangled by neighbouring chains. Segmental rotation about the bonds. 

These segments reorient themselves due to dipolar fluctuations and this causes the effect 
of what is aptly named" crank-shaft rotation", so called since the twisting of one part of 
the chain affects another part of that same chain. In the short time limit Kimmich et al has 
shown3,4 that defect diffusion approximately corresponds to the diffusion of a particle 
between two reflecting barriers. ( The reflecting barriers here represent the quasi-static 
ensemble of neighbouring defects ). This results in a relaxation process, the width of 
which is determined by the mean diffusion time over the distance of the reflecting 
barriers. As the time constants of the other components must be longer than this diffusion 
time the long-time behaviour of component A can be described by a single exponential 
function with an anisotropy constant. 

( 4.43 ) 

where 'ts is the effective time constant characterising long time behaviour, and a 1 and a2 
are determined by the degree of anisotropy of component A. It is important to note that 
only a non-vanishing a2 allows observation of further non-local processes. 

4.4.3 Component B: Semi-local Processes 

Component Bis a semi-local process and is associated with reptation around tube bends. 
We assume the validity of a one-dimensional diffusion equation for chains reptating along 
a curvilinear path; i.e. 'tJ = 12 / 2D1 where D 1 is the curvilinear diffusion coefficient and 1 
is the mean path length (see Fig.4-3 ). 

The correlation function of Kimmich is given by the ensemble averaged probability that a 
reference segment with a given initial orientation has the same orientation after time 't. 
This can be written symbolically as 

-oo X 

GB ( t ) = J p ( x ) 2 J 11 ( x , 't ) dx dx ( 4.44) 
0 0 



Fig.4-3 
curvilinear diffusion 
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where p( x ) is the probability that the nearest bend of the surrounding tube is at a 
distance x from the reference segment. The factor of 2 shown appears since there are two 
final positions with the same orientations on both sides of the reference segment. The 
term 11 ( x , 't ) is the probability that the reference segment diffuses a distance x within a 

period 't. Therefore, 
X 

J11(x,'t)dx 
0 

( 4.45 ) 

represents the probability that the reference segment is in the range O ~ x::;; x. The 
exterior integral gives the average over all lengths x. 

Chandrasekhar has shown36 the solution of the diffusion equation yields 

( 4.46) 

At times large compared with the correlation times of defect sequences ( i.e. 't1 >> 'ts) 
then D1 can be taken as constant. Thus 

-X 

2 I 11( x, 't) dx = erf{ x / ( 4D1't )112 } 
0 . 

( 4.47) 

Now p( x) depends on the microstructure. A plausible case is an exponential distance
distribution of the nearest tube bends, which means that there is the same probability at 
each segment that the surrounding tube changes its orientation. 

p( x) = ( 1 / 1) exp( -x / 1) ( 4.48) 

21 is now the mean distance from one bend to the next. Thus, the correlation function of 
Kimmich for component B is 

GB ( t) = exp( t I 2't1) erfc( t I 2't1 )112 ( 4.49) 

It is assumed the chain diffuses within a stationary tube of infinite length. That the tube 
be infinitely long is justified since any tube renewal process is attributed to component C 
which is of a competitive nature to component B. The stationarity of the tight tube is more 
problematic as it contradicts the growth or shrinkage of folds. Rather the fluctuation of a 
fold in principle can contribute to component B. However the correlation length of the 
tight-tube orientation is expected to be so short that reptative displacements around tight
tube bends will be fast compared with fold fluctuations. ( Also it is unlikely that a 
reference segment will be situated in a fold at all ). 

4.4.4 Component C: Global Processes 

Component C is a global processes and involves the alteration of a chain to a new 
configuration. In the Kimmich model, there are two ways in which this can be brought 
about. Contour length fluctuation which involves no longitudinal diffusion, and is due to 
changes in the environmental microstructure of a chain; and tube renewal due to reptation. 
The correlation function is 

( 4.50) 
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where "CRr and 'tRc are the tube renewal time constants for reptation and contour length 
fluctuation weighted by Pr and Pc respectively ( and Pr+ Pc = 1 ). In the model of 

Kimmich the mean tube length per fold Lio, and the extended tube length Lo, determine 

the mean contour length fluctuation 2xr = ( Lolio )1f2 and the weighting Pc = 2xr / Lo· 

4.5 Summary of the Spectral Density 

It is next assumed that all three components are stochastically independent. This is 
plausible since components A and B are intrachain processes and component C is an 
interchain process. Now B is a consequence of A; however in the timescale in which 
reptation influences NMR relaxation each segment has reorientated many times, i.e. 
Reptation is caused in this limit by the movement of a large ensemble of defects and is 
thus practically uncorrelated to the diffusion of a single defect.Therefore 

G( t ) = GA ( t ) GB ( t ) Ge ( t ) ( 4.51 ) 

x exp( t / 2't1) erfc( t / 2't1 )112 

( 4.52) 

The exact expression for the spectral density arising from Eq.( 4.52 ) is given in 
Appendix C together with the derivation of various limiting cases applicable to JO ( 2ro 1 ) 
since it is this spectral density which provides the dominant influence on T1p.These 
limiting cases are helpful in summarising the spectral regimes covered in spin-locking and 
are stated below. 

( i) Low frequencies ( 2ro1 << 1 / 'tRr ) and long chains (Lio<< Lo) 

( 4.53) 

( ii ) Intermediate frequencies ( 1 / 'tRr << 2001 << l / 't1) 

( 4.54) 

( iii ) High frequencies ( 2ro1 >> l / 't1, l / "CRr) 

( 4.55) 

These regimes are depicted schematically in Fig.4-4. 
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An approximate expression which describes the crossovers from one region to another 
has been given in reference 3. 

4 
I ( ro) = I: 'Yj [ 2-c/j) + -c/j)3/2 't(l/2 ( 1 + K(j) )1/2] 

j=l 

x [ ( 1 + K( j ) ) 1/2 + ro-c/ j) ( K( j ) - 1 )1/2 ] } 

where KU ) = ( 1 + ( O>'t/ j ~.)2 ) 1/2 

'tc ( 1 ) "" -c/ 2 ) "" 'ts 

-c/ 3):::::: 'tRc 

-c/ 4)"" -cRr 

'Y1 = a1 ( .1.o / Lo )112 

'Y2 = a 1 ( 1 - ( -1.o / Lo )112 ) 

'Y3 = a2 ( -1.o / Lo )112 

'Y4 = a2 ( 1 - ( -1.o / Lo )112) 

( 4.56) 

( 4.57 ) 

Note that as a2 ➔ 0 Eq.( 4.56 ) yields the isotropic limit. By comparison with the 

isotropic limit expression for rotation::i 1 motion given by BPP it can. be seen t.liat Jo ( ro ) is 
given by Eq.( 4.56 ) within a numerical factor of ( 2 / 3 ) for T 1 theory and ( 4 / 5 ) for 
T1p theory. 

1/z. 
¾l2w,)~ 2tttCu1~) 

't r 

-1/2 
0)1 

log ro 1 

Fig.4-4 
Schematic log J0 ( ro) dispersion predicted by the reptation model of Kimmich. 



Chapter 5 Hardware and Software 

SA Hardware 

Thou hast made me, and shall thy work decay? 

... John Donne 

5A.1 General Outline of the T 1 P System 
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Having dealt with the theory of NMR relaxation in some detail we now tum our attention 
to the practical aspect of this.work and consider the " nuts and bolts " of measuring T Ip· 

The T Ip system is built around the JEOL FX60 multinuclear NMR spectrometer. The 
essential components of which are given in the block diagram of Fig.5-1. 

'\ Main ......... - ----_-...:; 
Probe 

magnet ,.. --------=-~ 
I 

RF transmitter 

Duplexor 

RF low noise 
pre-amplifier 

Fig. 5-1 

High gain. 
60MHz 
receiver 

Block diagram of the FX60 spectrometer. 

Peripherals 

Computer 

Digitiser 

Upon receiving instructions from the computer, the appropriate pulse sequence is sent 
from the RF transmitter to the probe via the duplexor. The probe then stimulates the nuclei 
and observes the subsequent response. The small nuclear signal is then channeled to the 
pre-amp and high-gain receiver once again via the duplexor. The role of the duplexor is 
thus to switch between these two functions. The voltage generated by the receiver is then 
digitised and transferred to the computer for spectral analysis. 

The RF probe and duplexor were constructed especially to withstand high voltages 
necessary to attain certain frequency regimes of T Ip and are important features of this 
work. Thus a full description of both follows in section 5A.2 and 5A.3 respectively. The 
powerful Henry Radio lkW 60MHz amplifier needed to produce the high voltages is 
discussed in section 5A.4. The remainder of the hardware has already been described in 
detail elsewhere37 although a summary is included in sections 5A.5 and 5A.6. 
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5A.2 RF Probe 

The RF probe used in this work incorporates an RF tank circuit housed between two walls 
made from fibreglass pcb. 

A single RF coil included in the tank circuit is the most important part of the probe since it 
must transmit the RF pulse sequence in an efficient manner to the nuclear sample, which 
is placed within the coil, and simultaneously detect the response of the nuclei; a small 
signal whose strength is in the order of microvolts. 

The fibreglass pcb is copper plated so as to provide electrical shielding from outside 
interference and the construction of the probe body is such as to maximise the area 
shielded. Shim coils are mounted on the outside walls of the probe. These are current 
coils used to compensate magnetic field inhomogeneities. 

All materials used in the construction of the RF probe must be of a non-ferrous type to 
prevent magnetic field distortions. The important feature in the design of the T 1 p probe is 
that it must be able to withstand high voltages applied to the RF coil. Thus the distance 
between the coil and the probe walls must be large enough to prevent arcing ( 104 V cm-1 

for dry air ). This poses a difficulty when it is borne in mind that the distance between the 
poles of the magnet ( which governs the probe width ) must be small enough to achieve 
magnetic field homogeneity. This places an upper limit on the width that the probe can 
take ( approximately 30mm for this work ). Another problem faced by this limitation was 
that most high voltage capacitors were too large in size compared with the amount of 
space allotted. For this reason special capacitors were constructed. The details of the 
probe now follow. 

5A.2.1 RF Coil 

The single RF coil, comprised of three turns of 1.26mm diameter ( 18 s.w.g. ), was 
wound around a glass dewar into which the NMR sample tubes are placed. The 
considerations in the design of the coil were: 

( i) To choose the number of turns so that, for a given length, the quality factor Q is 
optimised. 

( ii ) The distance between each tum needs to be large enough to prevent arcing. 

( iii ) The length must be small in keeping with the homogeneity of the magnetic field. 

To achieve the first consideration ( i.e. a high Q ) the empirical rule given by Fukushima 
& Roeder38 was followed whereby the distance between each tum in the coil is equal to 
one diameter of the wire used. Thus a large diameter wire was chosen to fulfill the second 
consideration. Practically, the actual spacing is achieved by winding two wires of the 
chosen diameter around a former after which one of the wires is simply removed. The 
coil dimensions are given in Table 5-I according to the parameters shown in Fig.5-2. 
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r 

◄ ► 

1 
d 

2d r r 
I 

Fig.5-2 
The RF coil. 

At VHF frequencies , the current exists within a thin skin on the surface; the current 
density decreasing exponentially as one penetrates the surface. The skin depth is given by 
Hou1t39 as 

( 5.1 ) 

= 8.47 µm for Copper at fo = 60 MHz 

where p is the resistivity of the wire ( in this case Pcu = 1.7 x I0-8 Qm ), µr = 1 for Cu 

and ~ is the permeability of free space and has the value ~ = 41t x 1 o-7 Hm-1. Thus the 

effective cross-sectional area of the wire Awire is equal to the circumference of the wire x 

8. The resistance of the coil Rcoil is therefore 

Rcoil = crpl / Awire 

and a is a proximity factor. 

The inductance for a solenoid is given by 

and so this allows Q to be calculated by 

Q = WoL I Rcoil 

( 5.2) 

( 5.3) 

( 5.4) 



Experimentally one would measure the bandwidth Mand find Q by using 

Q = L1f/fo 

Table 5-I lists the values of L and Q measured at 60 MHz for the RF coil used. 

RF coil measurements 
( experimental ) 

n 3 

r 6mm 

1 8mm 

L 0.27µH 

Q 60 

Table 5-I 

SA.2.2 High Voltage Capacitors 

5 1 

( 5.5) 

Special capacitors were needed which could withstand the high voltages that would be 
applied and also be physically small enough to fit inside the probe. The design and 
mounting of these capacitors is shown in Fig.5-3a and Fig.5-3b respectively.The 
capacitance is that for a coaxial cylinder and is given by 

C = 2n £col/ In ( r2 / r1 ) ( 5.6) 

where£ is the dielectric constant of the material, co is the permittivity of free space, r2 is 
the inner radius of the outer cylinder of the coaxial and r1 is the radius of the inner 
cylinder. The length of the cylindrical tube was determined by the amount of space 
allotted inside the probe body. Because Teflon ( polytetrafluoroethylene) does not give a 
proton NMR signal it is a suitable material to use as a dielectric; £ for Teflon is 2.1 over 
1Q3 to 108 Hz and the dielectric strength is 480 Vmm-1. The minimum thickness of the 
dielectric was based on the expected voltages between the inner and outer cylinders. The 
two capacitors made for this work as measured were tunable between 2.5pf and 
13pf.Perspex tuning rods were added to reduce hand capacitance. 

SA.2.3 Series-Parallel Tank Circuit 

Because the signal induced by the nuclei is small, it is important that the probe be 
efficiently coupled to the next stage in the system. For maximum power transfer between 
two stages then the output impedance of one stage should be equal to the input impedance 
of the next. 
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◄ Perspex rod 

Brass bolt 
( 100 mm length ) 

t ◄ Brass boss 
4mm 

t 
( National fine thread) 

~◄11--- Tefloncylinder 

75mm 

35mm ◄ Brass tube 
( 1.5 mm thick) 

8mm 

◄ ► 
11 mm 

◄ ► 

Fig.5-3a 
The high voltage capacitor, ( not to scale ) 



Fig.5-3b 

The mounting of the two high voltage capacitors. 
The RF coil sits inside the Teflon enclosure ( central ) 

which allows for temperature controlled airflow. 

5 J" 
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The interconnections between various stages in the T lp system are made using 50 ohm 
coaxial cables and so for maximum power transfer, the impedance of the probe should be 
50 ohms.The impedance matching circuit used which achieves this purpose is given in 
Fig.5-4. 

Cl 

C2 

17; ~ t: A 
.... ·~·,.J•"'I' 

L 

Parallel-series RF tank circuit. 

Upon resonance, the equivalent parallel resistance is quite high and is given by by the 
expression Req = Q2Rcoil. As the circuit is detuned below resonance by adjusting C1 
then the resistance Req is reduced and the circuit begins to look inductive. Capacitor C 2 is 
then adjusted so as to tune out this inductive component. In this way, then the circuit can 
be made to look resistive with any value of resistance less than the maximum value of 
Req· By using equivalent circuits it has been shown39 that the values of C1 and C2 
required are 

( 5.7) 

( 5.8 ) 

where r' is the desired matching impedance.An alternative impedance matching circuit is 
given in Fig.5-5 which works in much the same way. 
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C2 

L 

Cl 

j_ 

Fig.5-5 
Split capacitor RF tank circuit. 

This time the circuit is tuned above the resonant frequency by adjusting C2. This makes 
the combination of C2 and L look inductive; C1 is then adjusted to tune out this inductive 
component and leave the desired matching resistance. Again by equivalent circuits 

( 5.9) 

( 5.10) 

. where C1 >> C2. This was our first combination which included fixed high voltage 
capacitors in parallel with the tunable capacitors to give the desired value. However it was 
found that standard capacitors were not required when the series-parallel circuit shown in 
Fig.5-4 was used. This was favourable since compact standard capacitors of a high 
voltage rating were often hard to obtain.The tank circuit was tuned using the RF bridge 
shown in Fig.5-6. 



Marconi 
Oscillator 

son 

Oscilloscope 

son 

Fig.5-6 
The RF tuning circuit. 
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son 

C2 

L 

Cl 

With the Marconi Oscillator set to 59.95 MHz, capacitors C 1 and C2 are adjusted until a 

null is observed on the oscilloscope. By replacing the tank circuit with a 50 Q load, a 

comparison can be made. That the probe be 50 Q was doubly significant since 
measurements where T lp approaches the T 1 end of the scale required the use of a lkW 
Henry Radio amplifier. The Henry Radio amplifier could be damaged if it is operated into 
a load with a standing wave ratio greater than 2:1. The amplifier is discussed in section 
5A.4. 

SA.2.4 Electrical Current Shims 

The electrical shims used consist of simple rectangular current loops with the coil 
positions and dimensions adjusted to maximise the desired field gradient. The coils are 
placed symmetrically in two parallel planes straddling the sample. The shims are 
orthogonal and so the controls are independent of each other. The design of the first-
order X, Y & Z gradient coils as given by Anderson40 is as follows. 
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Z gradient. 

Fig.5-7 shows the dimensions of a Z gradient coil found on one side of the RF probe.An 
identical coil is placed on the opposite side of the probe.The distance between the two 
coils is 2Zo. 

2Z O 
25mm 

60mm 

Fig.5-7 

=Ji 
The z gradient shim coil. Coils are placed on each side of the RF probe. 

The required current was determined for a £if= 500I{z spread in frequency over lc111. 

Thus 

LiB = ( 2rc / 'Y) Lif ( 5.11 ) 

= 1.18 x 10-5 T. 

⇒ aB I dZ = 1.18 x 10-3 Tm-I. 

According to Anderson 

( 5.12) 

and Tl =1 for B2 proportional to z. Ix was calculated to be about 2A. The T Ip probe has 
two loops and the shim current supply can drive up to lA in each loop. 



Y gradient ( refer to Fig.5-8) 

2Zo 
25mm 

{2Zo ! 
17.7mm 

Fig.5-8 
The y gradient shim coil. Coils are placed on each side of the RF probe. 

For this case 

( 5.13 ) 
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and 112 = 0.1716. Once again for a 500Hz spread over 1cm then Ix can be calculated and 
the number of turns wound accordingly. 

X gradient. 

The X gradient shim coils are identical to those for Y ( see Fig.5-8 ) but are rotated by 
90° about the z-axis. Fig.5-9a shows the X,Y, and Z gradient coils mounted together 
while Fig.5-9b shows the location of the coils on the side of the probe. 

SA.2.5 Coil Holder 

The RF coil is encased within a fixture deemed the coil holder designed so that 
temperature controlled airflow around the sample tube is possible. The coil holder, made 
entirely from teflon, is positioned so that the sample will be in the centre of the magnetic 
field ( see Fig.5-3b ). The holder is slotted to permit easy removal of the RF coil if 
required. The slots mean the leads from the coil can be kept short thus reducing stray 
capacitance. 
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Fig.5-9a 

The X, Y, and Z shim coils. 

Fig.5-9b 

The shim coils are mounted centrally on the side of the probe. 



5A.3 Duplexor 

Fig.5-10 shows a schematic diagram of a crossed-diode configuration commonly called a 
duplexor. 

Fig.5-10 
A single duplexor. 

Provided the potential driving the current exceeds a fairly well defined threshold ( 0.5 for 
most Si. diodes ) then the above pictured cross-diode configuration has the property that 
it will pass current in either direction if the voltage is less than -0.SV or greater than 
0.5V. Therefore the duplexor acts like a switch which is ON for large signals and OFF for 
small signals. 

A crossed diode circuit placed in parallel with the input of the receiver then acts as a short 
to protect the input from large signals coming through the matching network while acting 
as if it were not there at all for the small NMR signal because the short to ground at the 
receiver acts at the end of a quarter wavelength line. This has the effect of presenting a 
high impedance to ground in parallel with the probe tank circuit under high voltage 
conditions. Fig.5-11 shows the practical duplexor set-up. 

>I 
Transmitter Receiver 

Probe 

Fig.5-11 
The practical duplexor set-up. 

A duplexor in series with the transmitter directs the small NMR signal to the receiver. 
High voltage diodes were used throughout and placed in parallel to share the current as 
shown in Fig.5-12. Adding diodes in series reduces the capacitance each diode has when 
non-conducting. The resulting increase in threshold voltage was not found to present any 
difficulties. 
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Fig.5-12 

The high voltage duplexor; many diodes in parallel. 



5A.4 Henry Radio 1 kW Linear Amplifier and Driver 

The Henry Radio lkW Linear amplifier and exciter/ preamplifier driving unit required to 
attain large spin-locking fields were factory tested and aligned for 60MHz. Fig.5-13a 
shows the Henry Radio amplifier and the Driver unit. A description of both follows. 

SA.4.1 Exciter / Preamplifier 

The solid state Henry Exciter is a low band VHF linear power amplifier. The unit has a 
drive requirement of 5 to 20W and delivers 65W for 15W input ( nominal ). 

The circuit diagram of the amplifier is shown in Fig.5-13b. The amplifier is made up of 
three distinct circuits: An RF sensor and relay circuit, a preamplifier stage, and a final 
power amplifier stage. 

In the sensing-relay circuit, RF from the antenna to J3 ( RF OUT) goes directly through 
the relay and J1 ( RF IN ) into the transceiver during receive. However if the unit is in 
transmit mode then RF enters through J1 ( RF IN) and creates a voltage across Dl. The 
voltage is amplified by Ql and trips the relay RYl causing the signal to enter the amplifier 
stages. 

In the preamplifier section ( the driver stage), the base of Q4 is matched to 50 ohms by 
C3, L9 and C15. L9 is a toroidally wound coil on a ferrite core. The preamplifier is 
decoupled from the DC power line by Cl 6 and Ll 1. 

The output from Q4 is matched to and divided between the two final output transistors, 
Q2 and Q3, by LlO, a broad band ferrite matching transformer. C4 matches the 
impedance between the two stages. The output power from Q2 and Q3 ( operating as a 
push-pull circuit) is delivered to L6 and L7, another broad band ferrite matching 
transformer and combiner. C14 matches the output impedance to 50 ohms. 

ClO through C13 and Ll through L3 form a low pass filter to suppress harmonics 
generated by the amplifier. D2 is a reverse polarity protection diode. · 

Fig.5-14a shows a graph of Power Out vs. Power In for the Driver ( exciter) while the 
Gain vs. Power In is shown in Fig.5-14b. 
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Fig.5-13a 

The Henry Radio 1 kW Amplifier ( above ) and the Driver Unit. 



J2 CONTROL 

Fig.5-13b 

Circuit diagram for the Driver Unit ( Exciter / Preamplifier ). 

J4 
13.8VDC 

+ 
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Fig.5-14a Driver Characteristics 
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Fig .5-14b Driver Gain vs Power In 
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5A.4.2 Henry Radio 1 kW Linear Amplifier - Model 2006 

The Henry Radio model 2006 shown schematically in Fig.5-15 is a high quality, one
stage linear RF power amplifier which uses a single ceramic high gain triode ( Eimac 
3CX800A7) in a grounded grid circuit. The amplifier is completely self-contained and 
employs the use of high quality RF and DC componentry. The output power is specified 
at 1 000W PEP nominal, 500W DC nominal and was measured using a 50 ohm lkW 
rated load. These characteristics are shown in Fig.5-16. 

The front panel of the unit contains a monitor of the plate current of the 3CX800A 7 tube 
as well as a multimeter which shows either the grid current of the final tube or the high 
voltage from the power supply. A four position pushbutton switch located just below the 
meters selects each function;· including an enabling or disabling of the amplifier. 

R8 
R9 

R7 

Fig.5-15 

S3C 

I 830.a. 
Pl.1STANDB~ 

C251 
T 

FL1 

J6 RELAY CONTROL" 

c:iel ~ 

R14 

C30 

C31 

P1.2 POWER 
D1,v,kA/1 l=k.D,~ 

HG,-fR. y ."'.A/;,/0 

Circuit diagram for the Henry Radio 1 kW Amplifier. 



Fig .5-16 Henry Radio and Driver Characteristics 
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5A.5 60MHz Receiver 

The 60MHz receiver which follows the RF preamp. provides further amplification to the 
NMR signal in the following manner37: After passing a single stage 60MHz RF amplifier 
( see Fig.5-17), the signal is mixed with a 71MHz signal provided by a local oscillator 
and an 11MHz IF signal is produced. This IF signal then undergoes two stages of 
amplification ( by two MC 1350 based IF amplifiers ) before it passes a second mixer 
operating as a phase sensitive detector ( P.S.D ). An audio signal is then produced which 
is amplified by a single stage variable gain 7 41 operational amplifier. The signal is next 
fed to a two stage active bandpass filter having a bandwidth equal to the subsequent 
digitising stage. The digitised signal is read by a TI-980A computer and stored in 
memory ready for co-addition and later analysis. 

60MHz 
nmr signal 
from preamp. 

71 MHz 

RF gain control 

Local 
oscillator 

44 ?\1Hz 

Divide 
by 
four 

AF gain control 

11 lviHz 
variable phase 

Fig.5-17 

Adjustabl 
bandpass 
filter 

Block diagram of the 60MHz receiver. 

SA.6 Tl-980A Computer 

. Digitiser 

T.I.980A 
computer 

The TI-980A computer is a Texas Instrument progamming machine with 16 bits per 
instruction and an average execution time of approximately lµs per instruction. The 
machine has 32K words of memory and is capable of driving a number of peripherals 
including an oscilloscope for data display, a plotter for producing a hard copy of the free 
induction decay or corresponding spectra. Interaction with the software package supplied 
can be made via a light-pen menu based operating system. 
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58 Software 

58.1 Software Outline 

The T Ip software, denoted as TIRHO, makes use of the existing Imaging and JEOL FX60 
software. Portions of the Imaging software have been modified and additional 
subroutines written as required. The structure of the TIRHO software is described in the 
flowcharts given in Fig.5-18a & Fig.5-18b. The corresponding assembly code is given 
in the program listing of Appendix E. This includes the modified Imaging subroutines 
together with additional subroutines. The remainder of the Imaging software used by 
TIRHO can be found in reference 41. 

The TIRHO lightpen based menu ( see Fig.5-19 ) can be selected from the main NMR 
menu via the asterisk in the lower lefthand corner of the FT-NMR menu. This allows 
control to pass from a normal experiment to an update experiment whereby times 
governing the length of the B 1 pulse are updated automatically and data is likewise 
transferred to the Hitachi pc for display. 

The basic operations required in a TIRHO experiment may be described as follows: 

(1) Select appropriate LEVEL and TIMES. These are parameters of the RF pulse. 

(2) Load and start the pulse sequencer. 

(3) Accumulate the data. 

(4) Transfer the data to the Hitachi pc and update the times. 

(5) Repeat steps (2), (3) and (4) until all the runs have been sent to the Hitachi. 

Fig.5-19 
T1 RHO menu. LEVEL and TIMES of step ( i ) are selected from ' set parameters · 
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MAIN PROGRAM. Run single experiment. 

Yes 

Return to main menu. 

Reset CNC phase. 

DATA ANALYSIS. 
Load and start p/s. 

Accumulate data. 

Fig.5-18a 
Flowchart for a T1 RHO experiment. 



' 3845 
DATA ANALYSIS. 

Multiply data~ 
exponential win ow. 

385D 
Fourier Transform data. 

Store scaling factor. 

1D80 

3690 

Nonnalise data to first time. 

Transfer data to hitachi pc. 

Update times. 

Fig.5-18b 
Flowchart for Data analysis. 

7 1 
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· TlRHO MENU OPTIONS 

7D5B 
TIMES 

7DC6 
No 

7D98 Scroll menu 

7D9B 
Disglay TIMES and 

selected values. 

No 
709B 

0200 
Main menu 

Fig.5-18c 
Flowchart for selection of II Times 11

• 



7D58 

7030 

709B 

0200 
( 

TlRHO MENU OPTIONS 

LEVEL 

Display LEVEL and 
selected values. 

Main menu ... ~ ··=:) 

Fig.5-18d 
Flowchart for selection of " Level ". 
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TlRHO MENU OPTIONS 

7070 
R processing N = 0 

N=N+ 1 

Read time. 

No 

7080 
N=N 

Store N at 3200 

Convert LEVEL to 
hex and store. 

70A6 Fig.5-18e 
N=0 Flowchart for selection of 

70A7 
" Run processing ". 

Time address counter = 0 

70A8 
Load initial time 
memory address. 

70AB. 
Load initial sequence 

time address. 

70AE 
ComP.ute and format 
experimental times and 
store at 3220 to 3400. 

No 
70E9 N=N+ 1 

70F6 
Shift decouf led p/s to 

current p/s.( 100 to 3000 ) 

0200 Main menu. 
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58.2 Set Parameters 

There are four modes of operation: 'R', 'L', 'T' and 'M' as shown in Fig.5-20. 

Fig.5-20 
The four modes of operation upon selection of ' set parameters ' 

58.2.1 Hex Monitor 

The hex monitor ( see Fig.5-21 ) forms a convenient means of interacting with the 
software. The leftmost column of hex digits are the machine addresses while the adjacent 
column contains the corresponding memory contents. The figures O to F shown at the top 
righthand corner form the 'keypad' while the 16 bit word at the bottom is the 'keypad 
display buff er'. 
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Fig.5-21 

Hex. monitor 
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Program opcodes are entered by selecting the appropriate hexadecimal character from the 
keypad. The keypad buffer displays each digit as it is selected. The desired word can be 
entered by pointing the lightpen to either the opcode or address column and pressing the 
switch. This action modifies the location and changes the current value to that in the 
keypad buffer. If 'R' is selected in this mode control is passed to the program and the 
program counter contents are replaced by the keypad buffer. 

58.2.2 'T'- Times 

Fig.5-22 
Time mode selected 

The time in µs is given as a six digit decimal number ( see Fig.5-22 ). Each digit is 
selected from the keypad and subsequently displayed in the buffer. The lightpen is 
pointed to the appropriate time, in the TIME µs column, which the new time displayed in 
the keypad buffer is to replace. Upon pressing the switch the transfer is made. In this 
way the update times for the entire experiment are stored. Allowance has been made for 
the storage of 30 time values to be entered in groups of six as shown. The time store 
memory is scrolled by pressing the lightpen on 'T'. The end of the experiment is 
indicated by a time value of 000000. The flowchart detailing this process is given in 
Fig.5-18c. 
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58.2.3 'L'- Level 

Fig.5-23 
RF LEVEL selection 

A value for the LEVEL of the RF pulse between 0 and 12710 is selected from the keypad 
and displayed in the buffer ( see Fig.5-23 ). The storage is made in the usual manner by 
pointing the lightpen at the existing value of LEVEL and pressing the switch. The 
flowchart detailing this process is given in Fig.5- l 8d. 

58.2.4 'R'- Run Processing 

Selection of 'R' in either LEVEL mode or TIME mode will result in the following. Firstly 
the LEVEL is converted to hexadecimal and stored at memory address 31 lA. Secondly 
time store memory ( 7DD8 to 7El 316 ) is transferred to location 3220 to 340016. 

Furthermore, the times are now individually stored as three groups of two bytes each. 
For example, a time t = 123456 µs would be stored as 

Address 1 0012 

Address 2 0034 

Address 3 0056. 

This change in fom1at was to allow a simple method of transferring times to the pulse 
sequencer.The flowchart detailing this process is given in Fig.5-18e. 
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58.3 Running the Experiment 

A TIRHO experiment is initiated by selecting 'S' in the ACCUM menu ( see Fig.5-24) 

Fig.5-24 
The Accumulation ( ACCUM ) menu 

This causes the pulse sequencer data in locations 3000 to 31FF 16 to be transferred to the 
pulse sequencer. Once the data has been transferred, control is passed to the pulse 
sequencer which now produces the various RF pulses necessary for the detection of a 
TIRHO signal. 

The TIRHO TEMPLATE pulse sequence is shown in Fig.5-25. This gives the initial pulse 
sequence and is stored from 3100 to 31 FF 16. An experiment is initialised upon switching 
from NORMAL to UPDATE in the TlRHO menu. This action copies the TEMPLATE from 
3100 to 31 FF into the new location 3000 to 30FF. 

If coherent noise cancellation ( CNC ) has been selected, alternate experiments will change 
the initial RF pulse phase by 180°. This will reverse the sign of the detected signal. The 
accumulation routine is also changed by this phase alteration and data is subtracted rather 
than added to memory. Thus any coherent signal superimposed on the desired nuclear 
signal ( such as de offsets or computer interference ) is discriminated against by this 
process. Once the modified phase has been stored in the pulse sequencer, the pulse 
sequencer is reloaded and the experiment restarted. 

After each accumulation the data is transferred to the Hitachi pc. The RF pulse length is 
then updated and the process is repeated until NT accumulations have been performed 
after which the routine will return to the main NMR menu ( entry address 0200 ). 
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Fig.5-25 
Template pulse sequence. 
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If the NORMAL experimental mode has been selected the routine will return to the main 
menu after the first Nace accumulations. 

58.4 Memory Organisation 

Data is organised as shown by the following memory map: 

3000 to 30FF 
3100 to 31FF 
3200 
3201 to 320F 
321E 
321F 
3220 to 3400 
3690 to 36C4 

Pulse sequence data. 
Pulse sequence TE11PLATE including LEVEL@ 31 lA. 
Number of update times NT. 
Addresses of time data to be updated. 
Time ( experiment) counter. 
Time address counter. 
Time data required. 
Modification: Update" Imaging gradient" to Update" Times". 

Upper memory: Modified Imaging software + additional subroutines ( See appendix E 
for program listings ). 

7000 to700D 

700E to702E 
702F to 7067 
7068 
7DOOto7DlD 
7D1E to7D44 
7D45 to7D52 
7D53 to7D5F 
7D60to7D64 
7D65 to7D66 
7D7Fto7D97 
7D98 to7DC1 
7DC2 to7DC5 
7DC6to7DCE 
7DCFto7DD7 
7DD8 to 7E13 
7E14 to 7E43 
7E44to7E4C 
7E59 to 7E74 
7E80 to 7EC6 

7F01 to 7F17 

7F25 to 7F4C 
7F55 to 7F71 

ASCII addresses. 
Display fl TIMES µs fl. 

Display fl LEVEL fl. 

LEVEL store. 
Initialise variables. 
Display keypad and test for lightpen hit 
Display keypad buffer. 
Select mode. 
Lightpen hit detected. 
Store selected character in keypad buffer. 
Display six nibble hex. digit in A,E register at co-ordinates ( S,M ). 
Time mode selected. 
Time routine - Lightpen hit on data. 
Scroll time display. 
Reset keypad buff er and mask. 
Time store memory. 
DATA. 
Modify mode routine. 
Display three nibble hex. digit in E register at co-ordinates ( S,M ). 
Subroutine to add in decimal ( A,E ) to ( M,S ). Only the last six 
hex. digits are added and the first two digits are preserved. 
Display six nibble (hex.digit) in A,E register at co-ordinate 
( S,M ). 
Modification to store selected character. 
Time mode selected. Hex. to digit conversion. 



Chapter 6 Data Analysis 

It is a capital mistake to theorise before one has data 

... Sherlock Holmes 

6.1 Modelling the Observed Behaviour 
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T lp measurements on polydimethylsiloxane ( PDMS ), polyethylene oxide ( PEO ) and 
polyethylene glycol ( PEG ) were made using the TlRHO system developed. These 
polymers were chosen becaJ1se the monomer in each case contains a unique chemical 
environment for the hydrogen atoms. PEO and PEG have identical monomers but differing 
end termination. In the present context they are, in effect, identical. In this chapter we 
will use the acronym PEO to refer to both polyethylene oxide and polyethylene glycol. 
The atomic arrangement of the polymers is as follows: 

PDMS 1-- - - - - - 7 
CH3 1 CH3 1 CH3 
I : I : I 

0- Si- O 1-Si- QLSi- 0 
I : I : I 

CH3 ; CH3 :CH3 
L------~ 

PEO r - - ------------- -, 
CH" - o - , f'H,. - rH ... - n , 

.? L ,__, ! ---L., -----L,, - I 
l_ _____________ j 

PE 1----- -1 

CH2 -: CH2 -: - CH2 - CH2 
' ' 

In PEO the protons occur in methylene CH2 groups so that the ( short range) dipolar 
interaction for each nucleus arises from the other in the pair. In PDMS each methyl group 
proton interacts with the remaining two. 

The PDMS samples were obtained from Polysciences Inc.( Warrington, Pennsylvania) 
in polydisperse form and subsequently fractionated. They included the following molar 
masses: 

(MwMN)l/2 (Mw/MN) Mw (MwlMN) 
After fractionation Before fractionation 

584702 1.41 537000 1.5 
253303 1.37 166000 3.5 
169482 1.53 166000 3.5 
72596 1.39 77000 2.5 
10372 1.45 61000 4.0 

The fractionation was performed by progressive non-solvent addition[ 42 - 44 ] and the 
molar mass distribution was measured by gel permeation chromatography.The weight 
average molar mass, Mw, and the number average molar mass, MN, are defined as 
follows: 
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Mw 
fo M2 P(M)dM 

= 
Jo MP(M)dM 

MN 
Jo' MP(M)dM 

= 
Jo' P(M)dM 

where P( M ) dM is the probability that a molar mass M is located within the range dM. 
The critical entanglement mass for PDMS is 24500 daltons45. 

Monodisperse PEO samples were obtained from Polymer Laboratories ( Church Stretton, 
Shropshire ) and consisted of the following molar masses: 

(MwMN)l/2 

246000PEO 
105000PEO 
56000PEO 
23000PEO 
23000PEG 

(Mw/MN) 

1.09 
1.06 
1.05 
1.08 
1.08 

The critical entanglement mass for PEO is 4400 daltons45 and for PEG is 3800 daltons46 
so that ::ill of the polymers provide examples above :r,.,1c. 

The samples were placed in 4mm diameter NMR tubes, flushed with N2, pumped and 
sealed in vacuo. All experiments in the present work were performed at a temperature of 
1500C. The melting points of PEO and PDMS are 137°C and -40°C respectively46.47. In 
the case of PDMS an additional set of data was obtained at 26°C. The apparatus was 
checked by measuring T lp for water at values off 1 from the minimum frequency of 
400Hz to the maximum frequency of 41.7kHz employed in the polymer melt 
experiments. Approximately 2s was obtained in each case, consistent with the 

requirement that T 2 < T lp < T 1 · 

The results show a double exponential decay as shown in Fig.6-1. At first sight this is 
surprising since both PDMS and PEO apparently contain " one environment " for the 
protons and an identical dipolar interaction strength. This suggests that the difference in 
behaviour arises from a difference in the motion. Assuming that the molten sample is 
homogeneous, two possibilities arise. First, it may be that the different motion 
corresponds to protons in different length chains. In the case of PEO this explanation is 
unlikely since the chains are highly monodisperse. One is therefore led to postulate 
different physical regions within a given chain. One obvious explanation is that a 
distinction can be made between the middle of the chain and the chain ends. The 
molecular segments at the chain ends are freer to rotate rapidly than those confined to the 
central part of the tube and so could contribute to the long time component in the double 
exponential decay. The short time component therefore finds its source in the middle of 
the chain. 

Experiments performed on Polyethylene ( PE ) reported in reference (13 ) were fitted 
using a model whereby the chain ends and the middle of the chain form a coupled two-
spin system48. The division of the spins into two coupled subsystems for PEO will lead 
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to bi-exponential behaviour provided that each subsystem can be represented by a 
common spin temperature as for PE. Comparison made with data on PE shows that PEO 
plots appear to be " stretched out " along the time axis. In other words the rapid T lp 
component for PEO decays at a slower rate than that for PE. This presents a major 
problem in the data analysis since separation of the fast and slow components is more 
difficult the closer the time constant. This problem is illustrated in Fig.6-1. The reason 
for this will be discussed later but the difference in behaviour arises from a difference in 
a2, the local segmental anisotropy for rotation. 

What we seek is the relaxation time associated with the tight tube. In our model this 
corresponds to the fast T lp component. However it is important to realise that cross
relaxation effects between protons in the chain centre and the chain ends may have the 
effect of altering the tight tu~ relaxation rate. Therefore it is important to use the coupled 
reservoir model to check that such cross-relaxation effects are accounted for. 

6.2 The Coupled Two-spin System 

The coupled spin system problem was originally solved by Shumacher48. For this 
system, illustrated in Fig.6-2, then, 

♦ 

01-l = -R1 ( 01-l _ eL-1) - R12 ( ei-1- 02-l) 

. 
02-l = -R2 ( 02-l - 0L-l) - R21 ( 02-l - 01-l) 

letting 
X = 01-l - 0L-l 

Y - e -1 e -1 - 2 - L 
yields. 

x=-R1x -R12(x-y) 
y = -R2y + R21 ( x-y) 

solving for x then gives 

where 

and 1 /'ta= 1/2 { (A+ C) + [ (A+ C )2 - 4 ( A - DB ) ]1/2} 

1 / 'tb = 1/2 { (A+ C) - [ (A+ C )2- 4 ( A - DB) ]112} 
where 

A=R1 +R12 
B=R12 
C = R2 + R21 
D=R21 

( 6.3) 

( 6.4) 

( 6.5) 

( 6.6) 

( 6.7) 

( 6.8) 

( 6.9) 
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N1 spins 

Fig.6-2 
The coupled two-spin system used to describe bi-exponential behaviour. 



where 

( 6.10 ) 

( 6.11 ) 

( 6.12) 
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Now 01-1- eL-1 is normalised which means that a+ b = 1. The resultant signal is given 
by as S = N 1x + N2y.Therefore, 

( 6.13 ) 

What we measure in the bi-exponential fit is 'ta-1. What we seek is the tight tube 
relaxation rate R 1. Unfortunately R 12 is an adjustable parameter and the values of N 1 and 
N2 are subject to assumptions about the size of the chain end fraction. In principle there 
are four adjustable parameters: R1, R2, R12, and ( N1 / N2) and three experimental 

parameters ( a / b ), 'ta, and 'tb. However R2 is the relaxation rate for a section of the 

chain in isotropic motion and so may be set equal to T 1-1. Furthermore N 1 / N 2 is fixed 
for all f1 values. This should mean that the available data is more than sufficient to fit the 
theoretical parameters and should therefore provide a test of the model. In practice this 
proves extremely difficult because of the sensitivity of the fit to experimental errors. 
Ideally therefore we would prefer that our data exhibited only weak cross-relaxation 

effects and that R1 is approximately equal to 'ta-1.This will certainly be the case when N 1 
is much greater than N 2 which should apply for large polymers under conditions where 
the chain ends represent a small fraction of the total chain. It should be noted that 
significant cross-relaxation effects may be expected for small polymers when R 1 is slow. 
This problem is exacerbated for PEO and PDMS because of the slower II fast component 
relaxation rate 11

, R1, than that observed in PE. It must be accepted that some of the PEO 

and PDMS data will not be amenable to reliable interpretation because of these effects. 

6.3 Experimental Results 

Table 6-I shows the a, b, 'ta ( fast component ), 'tb ( slow component ) relaxation times 
and also the II corrected II T Ip( 1 ) ( tight tube component ) relaxation times. These were 

obtained using a double exponential fit program developed by P. Daivis49. In the earlier 
study on PE, it was seen that T Ip (1) was much less than T Ip( 2) and cross-relaxation 
effects on T Ip( 1 ) were minimal. In the case where f 1 was very small N2 / N 1 could be 
fitted independently of cross-relaxation effects and corresponded to chain ends each of 
length Mc. This seems entirely reasonable. In making the necessary correction for cross-
relaxation in PEO and PDMS the value of N2 / N 1 is therefore set to 2Mc / ( M - 2Mc ), 
T 1p( 2 ) is set to T 1 and R 12 and T Ip( 1 ) are adjusted to provide the best consistency with 

a, b, 'ta and 'tb· 

The data is shown graphically through Fig.6-3 to Fig.6-6 for PEO and PDMS. Note that 

the ordinate axis plots In Jo ( 2ro1 ) since the J1 and J2 components of T 1p-I are given by 

O.7T(I at high frequencies and under extreme narrowing ( see appendix D ).This 
correction is negligible at low frequencies but must be used at high frequencies. 
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23kPEG 23kPEO 56kPEO 

N1= 0.62 
N2= 0.38 T1p ( 2) = ls 

N1= 0.62 
N2= 0.38 T1p ( 2) = ls 

N1 = 0.86 
N2= 0.14 Tip( 2) = ls 

[a] 
'ta T lp ( 1 ) [a] 

. 'ta T lp ( 1 ) [a] 
'ta T lp ( 1 ) 

f1/~ [b] 'tb T12 [b] 'tb T12 [b] 'tb T12 

0.56 0.124s 0.13s 0.57 0.100s 0.112s 0.81 0.038s 0.042s 
555 0.44 0.66s )s 0.43 0.66s 3s 0.11 0.232s 1.8s 

0.56 0.100s 0.112s 0.75 0.039s 0.042s 
833 0.44 0.66s 3s 0.25 0.147s ls 

1250 
0.52 0.120s 0.13s 0.79 0.042s 0.055s 
048 0.57s 2s 0.21 0.234s 1.8s 

0.51 0.120s 0.13s 0.39 0.120s 0.12s 0.62 0.069s 0.077s 2500 0.49 0.55s 1.8s 0.61 0.37s 0.8s 0.38 0.168s l.ls 

4000 
0.50 0.124s 0.14s 0.30 0.124s 0.15s 0.51 0.082s 0.09s 
0.50 0.55s 1.8s 0.70 0.37s 0.7s 0.49 0.169s ls 

6760 
0.38 0.129s 0.153s 0.39 0.129s 0.16s 0.64 0.135s 0.137s 
0.62 0.43s 1.8s I) /;1 0.45s 11" 0.36 0.295s Is 

VoV.i. .-. • .1..; 

8000 0.16s 
ls 

10000 0.19s 
ls 

12500 

20000 0.27s 
ls 

31250 0.32s 
ls 

41700 0.39s 
ls 

Table 6-1 
The data from the two-spin coupled bath model 
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105kPEO 246kPEO 

N1 = 0.92 
T1p ( 2) = ls 

N1 = 0.96 
T1p ( 2) = ls N2= 0.08 N2= 0.04 

[a] 'ta Ttp ( 1 ) [a] 'ta T1p ( 1 ) 

f1/Hz [b] 'tb T12 [b] 'tb T12 

400 0.86 0.025s 0.023s 
o.¾4 0.09s I.ls 

555 0.88 0.029s 0.027s 0.64 0.027s 0.025s 
0.12 0.124s 1.6s 0.36 0.04s 0.8s 

833 
0.72 0.029s 0.027s 0.64 0.030s 0.028s 
0.28 0.54s 1.6s 0.36 0.04s 0.9s 

1250 
0.51 0.043s 0.041s 0.048s 
0.49 0.063s 1.6s 0.6s 

2500 
0.53 0.069s 0.066s 0.08s 
0.47 0.10s I.ls 0.6s 

4000 0,lOSs 0.110s 
I.ls 0.6s 

6760 
0.135s 0.137s 

I.ls 0.6s 

0.29s 0.29s 
12500 1.ls 0.6s 

20000 
0.34s 0.37s 
I.ls 0.6s 

31250 
0.37s 0.39s 

l.ls 0.6s 

0.40s 
41700 I.ls 

Table 6-1 cont'd 

The data from the two-spin coupled bath model 
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Fig.6-3 PEO( PEG ) Raw data 
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Fig .6-4 PEO( PEG ) Coupled two-spin model 
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Fig .6-5 PDMS Room Temperature RT = 26C 
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Fig.6-6 PDMS T = 150C 
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The effect of the coupled bath model on the raw data is to " pull up " the higher frequency 
data. The model causes large corrections at lower masses and the corrections made to the 
molar masses PEO 23000 and PEG 23000 diverged with small changes in the model 
parameters and so could not be plotted with confidence. This behaviour contrasts with the 
earlier study ofT1p in PE where the effects of cross-relaxation were insignificant. 

Despite the difficulties experienced in interpreting the high frequency data for low molar 
masses PEO above 20k:Hz, the data shown in Fig.6-4 corresponds to frequencies and 
molar masses where the effects of cross-relaxation are not severe. 

The experimental error is difficult to establish a priori but it is indicated by the scatter.A 
good indication of the experimental error is given by the deviation between the two 23000 
dalton masses correspondin~ to PEO and PEG samples respectively. 

The most dramatic feature of the PEO Jo( ro ) data is the separation of the molar masses 
PEO 23k( PEG 23k ), PEO 56k, and PEO 105k data as f1 is lowered. The 105k mass does 
not exhibit a plateau down to 400Hz, the lowest frequency used experimentally. 

In contrast with PEO and the earlier PE study, the PDMS exhibits no dependence of T lp on 
molar mass over the frequency range covered. The general shape of the data is seen to 
remain the same at both room temperature and high temperature. A levelling of the graph 
at frequencies greater than 20k:Hz is seen at both temperatures. 

6.4 Comparison with Theory ( Discussion and 
Interpretation ) 

6.4.1 PEO Data 

The theoretical model of Kimmich involves the adjustable parameters 'tR, 't1, 'ts and a2. 
By appropriate choice of these parameters it is possible to obtain fair agreement with the 
main features of the data as shown in Fig.6-7 for PEO. The PE data of reference (13) is 
reproduced in Fig.6-8 to provide a comparison with the PEO data. Table 6-II lists the 
resulting correlation times applicable to the three-step model of Kimmich and the rotation 
anisotropy constants, a2, for each is also given. 

According to de Gennes the time taken for complete disengagement from an initial tube, 

'tRr, varies with molar mass as 'tR oc Mw3. This dependence is seen to be broadly in 
agreement with the crossover frequencies shown by the data for PEO and is a major new 
observation. The results for PE and PEO clearly indicate the capacity of T lp experiments 

to provide a direct measure of polymer reptation times. Because the observed 'tR arises 
from a clearly defined spectral feature, namely the position of crossover to the low 
frequency plateau, its measurement is unambiguous. By contrast the value of the 

anisotropy constant a2 is sensitive to the choice of 't1. In broad terms 't1 is determined 

from the high frequency slope of log Jo( ro) vs log f1 while a2 is determined by the 

height of the plateau below 'tR-1. The degree of interdependence of a2 and 't1 is indicated 
for PE in Fig.6-12. 
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Fig.6-7 Comparison with theory. PEO( PE6 ) 2-spin model 
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Fig .6-8 Polyethylene data 1987. Reference ( 13 ) 
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'ts 

'ti 

'tR 

PDMS (26°C) PDMS ( 150°C) PEO ( 150°C) PE ( 150°C) 

0.01% 0.005% 0.09% 0.45% 
0.7% 3.2% 

-IO -IO 4.0 X 10 -ll S 5 X 10 -l l S 4,0 X 10 S L2 x 10 s 1/) 

4 xlO·IO S 3.0 X 10 -iv S 

-5 -5 w{) -1 NP -7 -rJJ 2.0 X 10 w{) S 2.0 X 10 S 2.0 X 10 S 1.0 X 10 S 

~ 5.0 x 10 ·16 M3 s ?:. 5.0 x 10 ·16 M3 s 4.0 x 10 ·19 M3 s 1.0 x 10 -lS M3 s 

Table 6-11 
Correlation times and anisotropy constants for PDMS and PEO melts 
The upper values for a 2 and 't s correspond to direct calculations from T 1 while 
the lower values relate to 'ts values from reference ( 51 ) 
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We would expect a2 to be a function of the monomer structure but not the molar mass. 

Immediately we notice that -c1 is apparently independent of molar mass since the 
dispersions for all molar masses are coincident in the intermediate frequency regime 

( 6.14 ) 

The role of t1 and a2 is indicated in the schematic diagram for Jo ( ro ), Fig.4-4. At -cc1 

the slope of the dispersion changes from -1/2 to -3{2. In Fig.6-12 it is apparent that where 
-ci-1 is in the vicinity of the low frequency plateau the choice of -c1 influences the "vertical 
separation" of the plateau for different molar masses. This provides a useful aid in fitting 
for t1. However where 'tfl is much greater than -cR- 1, its influence on the plateau 

separation is minimal. It was apparent in fitting both the PE and PEO dispersions that the 
magnitude of the plateau separation between the two lowest molar masses was consistent 
with this limit. In particular, -c1 ::;; 2 x 10-7 s. However, it was also apparent in both the 

PE and PEO experiments that the slope of the Jo ( 2ro1 ) dispersions, at the highest 
frequencies employed, was significantly steeper than -1/2, indicating that the crossover at 

-ci-1 had been reached. This placed a lower limit on -c1. The best fit to the PE and PEO data 

yielded -c1 = 1 x 10-7 sand 2 x 10-7 s respectively. 

Having determined "CR and 't1, it is then possible to obtain a value for a2. In PE and PEO 

the high frequency crossover at 2ro1 = ( a2-ci-1-c8-2 )1/3 is not visible but the low frequency 

plateau at Jo ( ro) = 2a2 ( 2t1'tR )-112 is clearly apparent for the lowest molar mass of 
14000 and 23000 respectively. To fit this however requires an absolute relationship 
between the term Jo ( 2ro1 ) and In [ T lp ( 1 )-1 - 0.7T i-1 ]. This is established by equating 

the high frequency plateau ( a2-ccl-c8-2 )113::;; 2ro1 ::;; -c8-1 to 0.3T(l. 

The magnitude of the high frequency plateau depends on -c8, the correlation time for 
segmental rotation about the bond. This can be directly obtained from T 1 measurements 
since 

( 6.15a) 

T 1 is sensitive to high frequency motion arising from the isotropic ( 1 - a2 ) fraction of the 

motion. Since ( 1 - a2) is approximately equal to unity the expression for T i-1 is given by 
the isotropic high frequency limit 

T 1-1 = ( y4 n 2 / r6 ) I ( I + 1 ) ( ~ / 41t )2 ( 2-c5 ) ( 6.15b) 

where the factors of ( ~ / 41t )2 and the internuclear vector, r, raised to the sixth power 

have been included to provide the absolute fit. The value of r is 1.8 Angstroms50. The 
isotropic high frequency limit assumption gives 5 x 10-11 sand 4 x 10-11 s respectively 
for PE and PEO. This disagrees with more direct high frequency spectral density 
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measurements by Kimmich and Schmauder51 where 'ts is found to be 4 x 10-10 s and 3 x 

10-10 s for PE and PEO at 150°C. Table 6-II shows a2 values calculated using both 
approaches. 

Referring to Table 6-II we see that the segmental reorientation time, 'ts, and the tube 

renewal time, 'tR, of the PEO melt are both shorter than those of the PE melt. However the 

time scale for reptation around tube bends, 't1, appears to be larger for PEO than PE. Thus 
the smallest distance scale molecular motion, namely the rotation of the bonds occurs 
more rapidly in PEO than in PE and the largest distance scale molecular motion also occurs 
more rapidly in PEO. In other words a new chain configuration is achieved in PEO faster 
than in PE. The observation gf more rapid segmental orientation and tube renewal motion 
in PEO is also consistent with the observation of smaller anisotropy. In essence, the tube 
is ti looser ti in the melt of PEO than in the more compact PE structure. 

The difference in the 't1 values is an apparent contradiction. Furthermore it is noteworthy 

that in both the PE and PEO experiments, 'ti is apparently molar mass independent. If 't1 

arose from reptational diffusion of the whole chain then it should vary as M 1 within a 
particular polymer type and should also reflect differences in overall curvilinear diffusion 
rates between different polymers. The molar mass independence suggests that diffusion 
around tube bends is governed by the motion of semi-local sections of the chain 
independent from the whole. This would arise from ti stored length " effects illustrated in 

Fig.6-9. In this case the different 't1 values in PE and PEO may reflect different stored 
length fractions. 

6.4.2 PDMS Data 

In contrast with both PE and PEO, the PDMS melts at both 26°C and 150°C show no 

evidence of a J0 (2ro1 ) plateau, thus clearly demonstrating that 'tR is much larger in this 

polymer ( refer to Fig.6-10 and Fig.6-11 ). In PDMS and over this frequency regime 'tR 
is therefore unmeasurable. We may say however that its value must be greater than about 
5 x 10-16 M3 s since separation of the lowest molar mass occurs at frequencies lower than 
500Hz for all molar masses down to 10372 daltons. 

In PDMS a high frequency plateau is clearly visible. 'ts can be found from the height of the 

plateau and by allowing that a1 ::::: 1. By contrast with PE and PEO, and consistent with the 
notion that the frequency scale is laterally displaced for PDMS, the high frequency 
crossover at ( a2't(l'ts-2 )1/3 is observed. 

The slope of the graph at frequencies below the plateau region is somewhat dependent on 

a2, the anisotropy constant, but mostly depends on 't1. The degree of interdependence is 
indicated for PE in Fig.6-12. In practice both the position of crossover to the plateau and 
the slope below the plateau may be used to separately indicate 'ti and a2. These values are 
shown in Table 6-II. Reference to Fig.6-5 and Fig.6-6 shows the slope of the graph to be 
approximately the same at both temperatures of T = 260C and T = 150°C, the value of a2 
decreasing as the graph shifts downwards along the ordinate axis. In broad terms, as the 
polymer melt is heated the chain becomes less restrictive and motion is freer. 
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Schematic of chain showing " stored lengths " 
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Fig .6-10 Comparison with theory. PDMS RT = 26C 
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Fig .6-11 Comparison with theory. PDMS T = 1 SOC 
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• • • 'tj = 1 X 1 o-7 S 

-1- +- -r 'tj = 2 X 1 o-7 S 

- _. - 'tj = 4 X 1 o-7 S 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Fig.6-12 

Low frequencies: The spacing between PE 32000 and PE 14000 is affected by the 

value of 't 1 as shown for an anisotropy constant of a2 = 0.009. For a2 = 0.004 the 
spacing remains the same. 

High frequencies: In contrast with low frequencies, the a2 value is now seen to affect 

the slope as shown for a2 = 0.009 and a2 = 0.004 with 't1 = 2 x 10-7 s. The 'ti value 

also affects the slope at high frequencies as seen for 't1 = 4 x 1 o-7 s, a2 = 0.009. 



Chapter 7 Conclusion 

This mystery has been revealed so that you 
may know the interpretation and that you may 

understand ... The Book of Daniel 2:30 
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This thesis has described a study of molecular motion in polymer melts by using NMR 
relaxation time measurements to probe the spectral densities of fluctuating dipolar 
interactions between nuclear spins. The theory of polymer melt dynamics was introduced 
in chapter one together with''the relationship between NMR relaxation times and spectral 
densities. 

A major component of this work was the development of new apparatus and software and 
the extension of the theory of methyl group relaxation to account for the spectral density 
Jo( m1 ) which dominates T lp dispersions. 

T lp measurements have been obtained for the two polymer systems polydimethylsiloxane 
( PDMS ) and polyethylene oxide ( PEO ) and compared withw~rk on polyethylene ( PE ) . 
The essential conclusion of this work rests with the compatitive time constants shown in 
Table 6-II. . 

While the Kimmich model does not give an exact quantitative fit to the data, the broad 
features of the model are clearly represented. The remaining discrepancies could atise 
from some of the assumptions in the model. For example, the exponential distance
distribution of the nearest tube bends for the microstructure of the chain is assumed. Also 
the validity of curvilinear diffusion within a stationary tube is assumed. ( That the tube is 
stationary is problematic as it contradicts the growth and shrinkage of folds ). 

While a2, 'ts, and 't1 arise from fits to II indirect features II of the spectral densities, 'tR 

arises from a " directly II observed spectral feature namely the observation of the 
crossover frequency, 'tR-1. In both the PE and PEO study the low frequency behaviour is 
consistent with the de Gennes reptative mechanism for tube renewal since the associated 
spectral features follow the molar mass scaling law 'tR oc M3. This is the first time that the 
reptation time has ever been measured directly and microscopically in polymer melts. In 
PDMS the reptational motion is too slow to be observed even at the lowest molar mass 
employed. 

The second significant observation arising from the present study is the independence of 
't1 on molar mass in all polymer melts. This is a major new conclusion not previously 
predicted, but in fact consistent with semi-local motion being governed by stored length 
effects rather than whole chain motion. In the de Gennes model, chain reptation arises 
from the propagation of defects in rotational conformations. The II engine II for such 
motion is the chain segment rotation. Table 6-II shows however that the II chain friction " 
may differ considerably between polymers as is apparent in the vastly different 'tR but 

similar 'ts values for PDMS and PEO. A clue to these effects is given by the rotational 
anisotropy parameter a2. This varies dramatically between the polymers. First, compare 

PEO and PE. In PEO a2 is a factor of five smaller and 'ts is about 20% shorter. It is 
reasonable to assume that the alternating oxygen atom in PEO permits free rotation by 
separating CH2 groups in the same chain. This freer motion may then lead to a more 
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disordered structure consistent with the lower a2 value. PEO tube renewal occurs twice as 
rapidly as in PE. However it is apparent in PDMS, despite segmental anisotropy some two 
orders of magnitude smaller than in PE, that the reptation is much slower than in either of 
the other two polymers. We might possibly conclude that the methyl side groups in PDMS 
cause a much greater friction for lateral motion. This conclusion needs to be verified by 
some independent study. A suitable method would be the direct measurement of 
translational diffusion in PE, PEO and PDMS melts via pulsed gradient spin echo ( PGSE) 
NMR. 



Appendix A 

Spin-1 analysis of Spin-echo using cartesian tensors, the result being: 

Spin-echo 90 Ix - 't - 180 I Y : :J-{ = - Liro J z refocuses all of Zeeman. 

Spin-echo 

Consider what happens to J z under 90 Ix pulse. 

1z-~ J y. Likewise Jy➔ J x Hence a basis set consists of I, J x & J y. 

p = I+ ax J x + ay J Y 

Now p=-iLiro[p,Jz] 

ax= Liroay 

ay=-Liroax 

ay ( t) = cos Lirot.JY + sin Lirot.J x 

ax ( t) = cos Lirot.Jx - sin Lirot.J Y 

1801y 

.. ◄--- 't ------~D-1 

J z➔ J y. ➔ cosLirot.J Y 

+ sin Lirot.Jx 

Fig.A-1 
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After 180 IY : Jx ➔ - J x 

Jy ➔ Jy 

This means that cosLirot J y + sin Lirot Jx becomes, following 180 ly 

cosLirot [ cosLirot_JY+ sinLirot Jx] + 

- sin Li rot [ cos Li rot J x - sin Licot J Y ] 

Taking the average over the inhomogeneous broadening Lico after a time 'C yields 

cos
2
LiM. J Y + sin 

2 
LlCO'C .J Y 

= Jy 

i.e Refocuses all of Zeeman ( Lico ) at time 2-c from 90 Ix . 

Similar analysis applied to a solid-echo results in the following : 

Solid-echo 901x - 'C - 90 I y : :Jf= Li PT TL. - LiroJ z 

refocuses half of Zeeman but all of quadrupole. 

90 L - 'C - 90 I : :Jf = Li PT~ - LicoL 
·A X LL, L., 

refocuses half of Zeeman and none of quadrupole. 
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Appendix B 

This appendix shows in detail the derivation of J 1 (co) and J 2 ( co) following the 
procecj.ure given in chapter four. 
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·y 
E(t)= L [sina sin2P + v'3sinacos2P - (i/2)sin2acos2P 
I 4r3 

where 

Hence 

+ i ff sin 2a sin 2p + 2i sin 2a ] 
2 

= $1 (t).l + $2 
(t).sin2P + $3

(t).cos2P 
I I 1 

I iY i f¥4n: I $ ( t ) = _e_ ( 2i sin 2a ) = - - -- Y 2 ( a,y) 
I 4r3 3r3 5 

2 i'Y • ff 
$ ( t ) = _e_ ( sin a + -1 

- sin 2a ) 
. I 4r3 2 

= __ 1_ ,s;- yl ( a,y) _ _i_ ~ Yi ( a,y) 
4r3 ✓T 1 4r3 ✓s 

3 iY 
$1 ( t) = ~ ( /3 sin a - ( i/2) sin2a ) 

4r 

1 !+ I i J¥4n: I = - -r -Y1 ( a,y) + - 3 - Y2 ( a,y) 
r 2 1~ 5 

,t) * ml ( ) - j_ J¥4n: X i 1¥4 n: 1 -t/1.2 < 'f ( t + 't ) 'f t > - - 3 S - -- X 4,,.,. X e 
1 · 1 3r 3r3 5 '" 

2 - t/'v]_ 
= --e 

15r 6 



= 

Similarly 

Therefore 

1 

24r 6 
- t/-r1 1 - t/'T~ e +--e·" 

40r6 

1 - t/ 'CI 1 - t/-r2 
= --e + -- e 

8r 6 120r 6 

l, 

+ 1 - t/'C1 1 - t/'r/;, -e + -e 
16r 6 240r 6 

= 
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,-1 -1 ,-1 
where -r1 = -c I + 'Cc 

This gives ihe resuit 

fu the same way 

2i'Y 

2 ,2 
1 + ro 't2 

F2 ( t) = ;r3 [ i cos a sin 2~ + iV3 cos acos 43 

} Q.E.D 

- 1/2(1+ cos2a )cos2~ - "3 (l+cos 2a)sin2~ + 2sin 2a 
2 
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where 

1 e 2i'Y 
<P2 ( t) = 2r 3 

. 2 ) 1 /¥61t 2 ( 2sm a = - -- Y2 3r3 5 

<1>22 ( t) = _i_ /f.4ic y2 i /ffic y2 
~r 3 v15 3 + 2r3 vws 5 

_ .If fi4ic" y2 _ ./f /Tic y2 
4r 3 V 5 2 4r3 V 5 4 

<1>2 ( t) = i.fi /f.4ic y2 + JjJ {2'fic y2 
3 2r 3 V 15 3 2r 3 V W5 5 

- _1 fi4ic" y2 - _1_ /Tic y2 
4r 3 vs 2 4r 3 vs 4 

yielding 

I 
Ji co) = 30r 6 { + + 

+ 



Appendix C 

The exact expression arising from Eq.( 4.52) is given below from Kimmich~ 

4 
bo· ,J 

oj + 2a bo,j cos <l>o,j 

oj + 2ab1,j cos<l> 1,j 

oj + 2a b2,j cos <l>z,j 

J 1 ( ro O) and J2 ( 2U\) ) are both negligible at frequencies of ro1 . 

Fig.C-1 

o· J 
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From Fig.C-1 it can be seen that 

cos <l>i 1· = __!__ ( 1 + cos 2 <I>· . ) 1/2 ' Ji I,l 

sin <pi 
1
- = ..!.. ( 1 - cos 2 <I>· . ) 1/2 ' Ji I,l 

hence 

cos <p· . = __!__ [ 1 + ( 1 + ro(i)2't ?, )-lfl ] 1/2 
I,l Ji l 

sin <l>i 1· = ..!.. [ 1 - ( 1 + ro(i)2't ?- f lfl ] 1/2 
' Ji l 

For example, 

cos<l>o o= ..!.. [ 1 + ( 1 + 4ro2 't 2 flfl] lfl ' Ji l r 

sin <l>o o = ..!.. [ 1 - ( 1 + 4ro 2 't 2 f lfl ] 1/2 ' Ji l r 

cos <l>o 1 = __!__ [ 1 + ( 1 + 4ro2 't 2 f lfl ] 1/2 
' Ji I s 

sin cp = _l [ 1 _ ( 1 A,., 2 2 )-1/2 ] 1/2 
0,1 Ji + "'tW 1 'ts 

Also 

Similarly for J 1 ( ro0 ) and J 2( 20b). 
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Inserting the above expressions into the Kimmich equation for JO ( 2 mi) yields the various limiting cases. 

For example, 
(1) j = l, 0)1 'Cr>> l, (l)I'Cs << l 

'ts-I + ( 2'C1 tI/2'Cs-l/2 
J 0(2ffii) :::: 2AO,l ----------

= 2A0'1 
'Cs since 't1 >> 'ts 

This term is minor provided the frequency is sufficiently low. In this manner the limiting cases of section 

4.5 are produced. 



Appendix D 

The spectral densities of Eq.( 3.55 ) reduce to a particularly simple form for isotropic 
rotational diffusion26, namely, 

Jo ( ro ) = r-6 ( 24 / 15 ) 'tc / ( 1 + ro2'tc2 ) 

J 1 ( ro ) = r-6 ( 4 / 15 ) 'tc / ( 1 + ro2't/) 

J2 ( ro) = r-6 ( 16 / rs ) 'tc / ( 1 + ro2'tc2 ) 

where 'tc is the rotational correlation time. Under extreme narrowing ro << 'tc-1 and the 

high frequency, the J1 and J2 components of Tip-1 ( Eq.3.55) become 

( 5 / 2 ) J 1 + ( 1 / 4 ) J 2 = r -6 ( 5 / 2 ) ( 4 / 15 ) 'tc + r -6 ( 1 / 4 ) ( 16 / 15 ) 'tc 

= r -6 (14 / 15 ) 'tc 

The J 1 and J2 component of T 1-1 is given by 
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Thus the J1 and J2 component of Tip-1 is given by 0.7Ti-1 under extreme narrowing 

conditions and high frequencies. This relationship is useful when extracting the Jo ( 2ro1 ) 
spectral density function from T lp measurements. 
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Appendix E 

This appendix gives the program listings for the additional software and modifications 
made to existing Imaging software41 in order to measure T Ip· 

ASCII • addresses 

7000 004C IDA (704D) ;L 
7001 0045 IDA ( 7047) ;E 
7002 0056 IDA ( 7059) ;V 
7003 0045 IDA ( 7049) ;E 
7004 004C IDA ( 7051) ;L 
7005 0020 IDA ( 7026) ·" ff 

' 7006 0020 IDA . ( 7027) ·"" 
' 7007 0054 IDA (705C) ;T 

7008 0049 IDA ( 7052) ;I 
7009 004D IDA ( 7057) ;M 
700A 0045 IDA ( 7050) ;E 
700B 0020 IDA ( 702C) •" II 

' 700C 0055 IDA ( 7062) ;u 
700D 0053 IDA ( 7061) ;s 

Display II TIME us 11 

700E 0000 IDA ( 700F) 
700F B800 DATA 
7010 C504 Rtv10 A C' .n.,0 ;x coordinate = -7000 
7011 1800 IDM ( 7012) 
7012 6500 DATA ;y coordinate= 6000 
7013 1700 LDX 0 ;Initialise list counter ( Characters to be displayed) 
7014 9129 STX ( (B) + 29) 
7015 02Fl IDA ( 7007 + (X)) 
7016 DA26 WDS 206 
7017 0004 DATA S ;Set x coordinate 
7018 DA27 WDS 207 
7019 0003 DATA M ;Set y coordinate 
701A OF02 IDE 2 
701B 892A STE ( (B) + 2A) ;Set number of times to be displayed 
701C DC39 WDS 419 ;Display character 
701E 78FD BRU 701C 
701F 1000 LDX ( 7020) 
7020 FFAO DATA 
7021 40FF BIX 7021 ;Wait while character is being displayed 
7022 492A DMT ( (B) + 2A) ;Have we displayed the character twice? 
7023 78F8 BRU 701C ;If not then redisplay 
7024 0000 IDA ( 7025) 
7025 0700 DATA 
7026 C084 RAD A,S ;Increment the x coordinate by 1800 
7027 1129 LDX ( (B) + 29) ;Restore list counter 
7028 C322 RIN x,x ;Increment list counter 
7029 C520 RMO X,A ;Have all the characters been displayed? 
702B CD20 SEQ 
702C 78E7 BRU 7014 
702D 7COO BRU ( 702E) 
702E 7DCO DATA 
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Display " LEVEL " 

7030 0000 I.DA ( 7031) 
7031 9000 DATA 
7032 C504 RMO A,S ;x coordinate 
7033 1800 I.DM ( 7034) 
7034 6000 DATA ;y coordinate 
7035 0701 I.DA 1 
7036 8126 STA ( (B) + 26) ;MCF= 1 
7037 1700 LDX 0 ;( Characters to be displayed) 
7038 9129 STX ( (B) + 29) 
7039 02C6 I.DA ( 7000 + (X)) 
703A DA26 WDS 206 
703B 0004 DATA S ;Set x position 
703C DA27 WDS 207 
703D 0003 DATAM ;Set y position 
703E 0F02 I.DE 2 11 Display counter 11 = 4 
703F 892A STE ( (B) + 2A) ;Number of times character is to be displayed 
7040 DC39 WDS 419 
7041 0080 DATA A ;Display character 
7042 78FD BRU 7040 
7043 1000 LDX ( 7044) 
7044 FFA0 DATA 
7045 40FF BIX 7045 ; Wait for 80µs to allow for display 
7046 492A DMr ( (B) + 2A) ;Have we displayed the character twice? 
7047 78F8 BRU 7040 ;If not then redisplay 
7048 0000 I.DA ( 7049) 
7049 0700 DATA 
704A CO84 RAD A,S 
704B 1129 LDX ( (B) + 29) ;Reset display counter 
704C C322 RIN x,x ;Increment character pointer 
704D C520 RMO X,A 
704E 6707 CPL 7 ;Have all characters been displayed? 
704F CD20 SEQ 
7050 78E7 BRU 7038 
7051 1800 I.DM ( 7052) 
7052 4000 DATA ;y=4000 
7053 0000 I.DA ( 7054) 
7054 9000 DATA 
7055 C504 RMO A,S ;x = -7000 
7056 0811 I.DE ( 7068) ;Memory ( Level ) 
7057 7400 BRL ( 7058) ;Branch to three digit display 
7058 7E59 DATA 
7059 DC18 RDS 418 
705A 0000 DATA A 
705B DB0F TABZ F ;Test for lightpen hit 
705C 7801 BRU 705E ;Branch to 705E if test positive 
705D 7807 BRU 7066 
705E 0122 I.DA ( (B) + 22) 
705F C8C4 LLA 4 
7060 C844 LRA 4 
7061 0800 LDE ( 7062) 
7062 0255 DATA ;Maximum allowed 
7063 C401 RCA A,E 
7064 CD40 SGT 
7065 8002 STA ( 7068) 
7066 7C00 BRU ( 7067) 
7067 7DCC DATA 
7068 0205 LOA ( 706E + (X) ) ;Level store 



-7(i~7() 7E:: :!. ij. 
7071 C560 
7072 dOFD 
7·()7:3 
7074 
7075 
~7()7 6 

7077 
7078 
7079 
707A 
707B 
707C 
707D 
707E 
707F 
70BO 
7081 
7082 
7083 
70B4 
7085 
70B6 
70B7 
~?()88 

7089 

.tlUu 
0000 
7DD8 
c~_i()l:> 

B:300 

C490 
CC80 
7BO:!. 
78F9 
cs:~() 
C841 
8400 
:-2:200 
OOED 
r..;5c;6 
0400 
7068 
CU,f.!.S 
C/8()() 

0064 

(lll()O 

70BC C8C8 
708D C8.:'.l-C 
708E 9FOA 

7090 0400 
709:l 7068 
709'.2 CBCC 
709;':- C84C 
~l()C?,.:l C()82 
7095 C::'.i20 
'7(lCt6 '.,°?(i()(i 

f3RU ( 70B'.:-; > + ( X) 

' .... \'.,.I' 

L..L' !\ 

LD(..~ 
DATP, 
RMD 
DLD 
FUN 
FUN 
RDR 
SNZ 
BF~U 
BRU 
F:;:MO 
L..F<P, 
f:;TP1 
DP,TA 
LDA 
m10 
LDh 

L.RPi 
MPY 
D(..'!Tf.'! 
RMD 
LDf'.°i 

0 
( 7(>'?~5) 

((B)+():;)+0) 
V V 
/\ 11 I\ 

'f V .· ~ , .,. ... 

E,,h 

7077 
X ,1 f}i 
i 
.L 

((708:1.)) 

(7070) 
A D 1-t r, ,_. 

( (708~5) ) 

8 
(70B8) 

E 5 X 
( ( 70E\B) ) 

LU4 8 
L.RP1 ,-. 

MF'Y A 
F~P,D E" X 
LD{➔ ((70?:1.)) 

LL?:, 
LRP, 

HMCJ 
r'.:iDD 

C 
P-l,, X 
X, P, 

7097 0000 DATA 
709!:) 8400 
7099 ::'.:-l :l.A 
709(.-'-l 7809 

ET{➔ ((7079)) 
DAT{:1 
E{F;LJ ·7(>(.~ .. q. 
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Run processing 
1. Calculate NT first 
2. Get Level; convert to hex. and store 



'/I)C1() (>.?(1(1 

7D01 C508 
·7 X) () ::? () () () () 
7Do:s 7E 14. 

·;.:'D()5 (>F=(>(> 
7D06 C5l2 
7D07 BB:I.B 

7Dor.;· c;s:~~o 
7):)()A .f:JF:- :l ... -1. 

~lDt)C: 
-:ll)t)D 

7DOE 
7DOF 
7D10 
7D11 
7D1:,:, 

CD::o 
78FA 
7COO 
7F25 
0000 
7DDf:l 
8123 
1800 

7D1 ~~; 6000 
7D:l.4 0000 
7Dl5 1800 
7D16 
7D17 
7D18 

C5t)5 
1700 
077F 

7DlC:1 m:::::::s 
7D1{) 0000 
701B 07Bb 

DC38 
7D:tD 0000 

7D1E 
7D1F 

7D21 
7D'.?2 
I U:(::, 

/ L).i":1· 

(){)()() 

2000 
C504 
0704 

7'[)2~.5 ()l)(;Lj. 

'?1}27 ()()()::; 

~71):2'7' 

DC:::::::':..? 
7D2C 
~7I:>:'.'.)J 7't3F'I) 
-7r)7!:::· :t ()()() 
~7)J:2F: f··· F·· L.:() 

·? 1):::;c; :~1-c:ir·r::· 

_/ !}-.. :,~::; •~;1 )1_)1 

L.D{; 0 
flMD ,:; , ET 

LDi:: i) 

E,. X 
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Initialise variables 

F:MD 
ETE 
RII\J 
RMD 
CF'{.:i 
SET! 
BF~U 
B!=s:U 

( (B) + CO +1B) 

LJ{:,·rr..::-, 
U)A 
DAT(-) 
ETPi 
LDIVI 

DAH\ 

V V 
.A. l{ /\ 

X, ti 
14 

7D07 
(7DOE) 

1, 

(7D10) 

((B)+23) 

( )'D 1 :s) 

L.Dr'.·i ( 7D 115) 

.:( ) = ·· y coordinate n = 6000 

DATP1 
RMO P1,,L 
LDX 0 

/ L ) = " Delta " = moo ( Oifset t;et?.reen ch;,racters :ir~ ;::;:Une ro1v· ) 
.:Set cJ-1;:@_cter po:irtter to zero 

LDf..'i 7F 
WDS 418 
DAT{~ A 
LD(~ 86 

r: 1.8 
DATA P1 

LDA 
DAT(; 
RMO 
LDr'.\ 

( 7D :I. F) 

-4 

( (B) -+<2'.9) 
206 

DP,TP; S 
l,\!D'.::i ?07 
D{:ff"P1 M 
U)A 4 
ST?~ ((B)+'.:::'P,i 
! .... [){; ( ( I-3 J ·+ ( X) ·+C: 
VJI)~'J Lt 1 c; 
l) P! ·rt·:·! (~, 
E,: r:.: LJ 7· D ~:2 J3 
L.DX (/D2F) 
! . .!r·-',IH 
JJ 1 >-: ·7 I)::::;() 
I)l\1·r ( ( E-:) ,1-:?P!) 
f:•: F.: LJ )' :o ~2 I:.:< 
L.1) }~ < ( B) ·+· :~~C/) 

DPiT(:1 ('\ 
T P1 l:i{ Z 1::· 

rmu 7D60 
F.:;:::1D L. ,, '.3 

:Reset d:isp11y c:t.l.8racters 

_;( S ) = " x coorii:irLB.t.e " = 2000 

. ,; Horizontal loop co1Jrtter n = ~ 

,:: :::-:c1t ;J-tt: rc:d.ispl;:.~:-
- d_....:~:l. ➔.' t.:',_;lt_,•.,• 

Display keypad and test 
for lightpen hit 

( N u.mtiei of coiu.rnri.s 
on the ke;lp;:11i ) 

~:-::.~ fer h~·htpert frtt 
J-:j7 poz.:n~.~ :sc 'tif.:'.1'r:::h re hghr.pe:n ro:;ti.ne 



7D39 L-.::.,~:2 
7D::::.r:-) 4928 
7D:~:B 7f:3E7 
/ D.~:•L.. c:~::5:::ic) 
7D:3D 
7D~~:E 
7D3F 
7D<'.J.O 
7D-41 
7D42 
7D43 
7D44 

7D4:5 
7D46 
7D47 
7D48 
7D4CJ 
7D4(; 
7'D4B 
7D4C 
7D4D 
7D4E 
7D4F 
7D~50 
-:7D5:t 
~7D5~2 

c':,F1.4 
CDtiO 
7805 
6F10 
CDAO 

C05~S 
7E.lD9 

077F 
DC:3El 
()()()() 

07E3~.5 
DC:::::B 
0000 
0000 
2000 
c::.;0-4 
1.800 
9000 
Bl2l 
702D 
0125 

7D'.S3 6F10 
7D~'54 CD{~O 
7D~:;::.; 7Ci'66 
7D;'::i6 6F11 
7D~_;7 CD{.'.;0 
~?D!jE! 7'E5 :1. () 

-:7D~59 <:::,F: :I. :2 
7D!5.A CD(iO 

F~'. IN 
DMT 
BF;:u 

CPA 
Sl\!E 
BF(U 
CP{-:i 
s,,~E 
HEIU 
PSU 
BF::U 

I_D?-"1 
(;JDS 
DP1TA 
LDP1 
WDS 
DATA 
LDA 
DATA 
HMO 
LDM 
DATA 
DLD 
BRL 
LDA 

:X: ,, X 
( (En +28) 

\:" /\ 
/\ q 1·-i 

l-4 

7D4::'.i 
10 

L. ,, M 
L~M 
7D1E 

" 7F 
418 
A 
85 
4-:l.B 
A 
(7D4C) 

P,.S 
(7D4F) 

( (B)+21) 
7D7F 
( (B) +25) 

CPA 10 
SNE 
BF{U (B) +66 
CP?) :l. :L 
SNE 
BF:U 7D69 
CPP1 12 
SNE 

7D5D CDAO SNE 

7060 912E: 
7D61 C:.3:":0 
7D62 f:::..FOF 
·71) C:, :3 C~ :D E3 () 
"7D6i.! lU l. ;:_:. 

BF:U ( B) +4~.::. 
BRU 7Dl2 

E;rx ( <B) +2E) 
FMC) X,, ti 
CFP1 F 
':3C·3E 

}~e:,tpa;i b1Jfft::? 
5G trf3ItCf1 t:; 7D40 

to 7I.•4:5 ;rad ,it:-pt(? b::".1)~i:l. t(Dffer 
tc. dtrplay corr-.11n@d lir~'3? 

.J-Jo. sci b1-!3ILGf1 to 7I:s4~: 
d.01m Tiv"D lines a.t end of key_p;:i;i 

1 .. ! - ,T- .-i ~--~~ )rv• 1.lli•-~.-, <>t .,,-,1~ n1· ·1-1-1=T .,1•1.Uvt: !..1•_: 'l: l.t t .tr.:: · ;V:: 1..?,• ._.,uJ. •-· - w 

_;Brn11ch to swi-t of dt:p1:ry routine 
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zero 

Display keypad 
buffer 

_; Zet :pe~i,.flet.ers to dt:phy smrul not b1ight choI3.cters 

_;" x coordine.te " = 2000 

;" y coo:::-d:irL;3.te = -?COO 

;I)iz:pl3.y keypad :.:.~:1ffer 
_:Loa.d ;:i.ccu.mulfttor witJ1 m.onitDr mode 

:~estrriode 

_:Ru11. n1od.c ( ;• R O
) selected. ( E::.-:,I1ch to iE7A) 

.:~:::-;rel mode ( '' L I! ) selected 

Lightpen hit detected 



7D65 012B 
7D66 812C 
7I),:S ~7 ~l(~()() 

'71) 6 ~:::. 7 r-- ::!. () 
7D,:·,(:t ?COO 
'7[Jt..{~ 7()3{) 

7D7D 7894 

7D7F 7COO 
7D80 7F01 
7D81 ?COO 
7D82 7F08 
7Df~4 DfQ6 
7:085 0004 
7DB6 DA27· 
7D87 0003 
7DB8 0702 
7D89 812P1 
7Df:3P1 0300 
7D8B DC~8 
7DBC 0080 
7DBD 78FD 
7DEE 1000 
7D8F FF?)O 
7D90 40FF 
~lI)C,' 1 492A 
7D92 78FB 
·7·r~ r.··,-
I J • ..J -j . ..:, OOF•l 
·7n94. C084 
7I)S-'5 1.1928 
7D96 78EA 
7D97 C:=.:'.i~_;7 

7D9H 0126 
7D99 CCOO 
7D9A 71::l'.2:B 
7fYi>B 0000 
7D9C 9000 
7D9D C50.ll 
/l.)L/1:::. :I. BOO 
7IY?F ::;ooo 
7DPiO 070:1. 
7D(;l. 8:l26 
7DP!:;~ 070,!.:, 

7D(::i4 01.2::~; 

·7r)t:·1,':::- c:s(-:i J 

7DP,7 7COO 
7DAf3 7Fl.'~;;';:i 

L_DP! ( ( k?.) -~-28) 
STP1 ((B)+2C:::) 

BRU (7Db8) 
DP1TP1 
BF.::U ( 7D6P1) 
DATA 

BRU (B)+30 

BRU 7D12 

BRU <7b80) 
DAT?:i 
B~'.;.'.U (7[)82) 

DATA 

WDS 206 

,-r-, . __ ·- -1.. --
.,L.,lt:iltt:J.i. 1.U ,,i;:;.,;,_.,i;:,i 

_;Brn11ch tD 7F01 
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Store selected character 
in keypad buffer 

Display six nibble hex. digit 
in A,E register at coordinates ( S,M ) 

DATr.:i s :Set x coo:oib.1;;1.te of cr1,3I3.Gter 
l,tJD~3 
DATf-i 

2(>7 
M .: Set :l eooDiirta.:t:e of character 
,., 

LD(..) 

!3TA 
L 

( ( B :i + 2 i:,, ) ; Set numtier of ti.mes d.izpl;;1_yed tD t'lito 
( ( B) + ( X) +O) .:Ott-:1.ill A~CTI co,ie for Ghi:!El.Gter !D be di3:pls.yed LDA 

t>JDS 
DAT(; 
BRU 
LDX 
DP;Tr'.:\ 
BIX 
DMT 
BF:::U 
LDi:~ 
F\(};[) 

DMT 
BRU 
F:MO 

Pi 
7DBB 
(7D8F.) 

7D90 
( ( B) +2A > 
7D8B 
( 7D8F::) 

(..) q f.1 
( <E<) +:?8) 
7Df:3:l. 
L,,PC 

L..DP1 ( (B) +26) 

BFiU 7DC6 
L.DP: ( 7D9C) 
DAT(.~ 
r.::MC1 (.\, r:; 
L.Di"I ( 7IY:tF) 
D(.:;TP, 
1....nr.:i :1. 
SH; ( <B) +'..'?6) 
LDA 6 
S'U\ ( ( B) -1-?9) -· 
L..Df..'1 ( ( B) -1•2~:) 
r.:;DD ,:'. 

BFU ( 7D(\8) 
Dr'.;TP1 

:1-l()F' for 1::Gp.s. TtT1e to dis1,l;:ty cf1aractt:r 
J-ii:15.re "V;,,,.;re 11i3pi;:(;le1i tJ1e c1-ieracter ~lice? 

ftOt tJ-1ert rei1:i:3pl;:f.y 

Time mode 
selected 

= -70CO 

Jriodt c~;.;~.ft~~.e 11;:,.g = l 
.lr'in::i:;:=:t ti.;.1-r1t- ' CCiJiJBl to 3iX 



7DP8 702D 

7DAB COB4 

7DAD 70D1 
7DP1E DC:i.d 
7DP,F 0000 
7DBO DBOF 
7DB1 7810 
7DB2 OOEB 
?DB:3 coo::'-
7DB4 0000 
7DB5 9000 
7DB6 C'.:504 

7DBB 
7DB9 
7DBf1 
7DBB 
7DBC 
7DBD 
7DBE 
7DBF 
':?'DCO 
7DC:l 

7DC2 
7DC3 
.. l[j[;"q. 

-?DC~~S 

l::.;1.23 

78E9 
OlT::-
2FOC 
812:::
?COO 
700E 
780B 
78E8 

r\1::•.--,-;,· 
H._1..:; .... > 

7DC7 CCBO 

7DC9 01.T::: 

"/DCC 0700 
7DCD 81?7 
7DCE 7HP!F 

/ t)t:F-- ()~l(j(::, 

7DDO 8i.')Fi 
·7:DI) 1 ()t)l)C:. 

7DT')'.::, FFOF 

BRL 
L .. D?-~ 
RP,D 
Dl_D 

7DD7 
(7D9E) 

( ( (B) +:TS};, 

BRL 7D7F 
FmE, 4:1.8 
DP,TA A 
TABZ F 
BRU 7DC2 
LDA (7D9E) 
RSU A 5 M 

( 7DB~':i) 
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_:Test for ligJ-1tpt:rt Jrit 
_:5 :cane!.:. to 7r:,r:2 if test posin5te 

LDA 
DhTP, 
RMO n.,,s .::~ coor:iin::tte = -7000 ( restore x coor,ih1a.te of address) 
IMO 
IMD 
DMT 
BRU 
LDP, 
SUB 
STA 
BRU 
DP,TA 

((B)+'.?~S) 
( <B) +Z5) 
( 03) +2'7') 

7DA·'.!-

C 
<rn)+2:s) 
(7DBF) 

E{nLJ ?DCC 
BRU 7DhA 

Increment rneffiJJl"Y ad1iress one by ti::lo 

.::::•ecrement list counter arui test for zero 
;If :tot finish.ed brancl11D 7DA4 

Time routine - Lightpen hit on data 

D'--1 r) f ( B, , ~. • \ ·T·r::in·>f;:,·,· ,,.-,•r,t.:.y•t·, -f 1--T-.. ·.:; h ,+·+··· L .._ . .J --r .. ::. j, ..- ., ... i•~· .... -..<..,,_.;. :.,.:_,1,. ·'-· l-~: U1. .r....,,~ _y_p,::l'J.1 ,JlJ.11.t:-l 

os-r· ( ( < B) -r-;~~;) ) ·~1 ttdd.ress poin.teil to b~l' nierao1;,1 a.d1ire3s one 1 

BHL 7DCF :Heiet mt:.:::k ,n"td buffer ;:oiitter 
BHU 7DB:: )3r:~.nch tack to prog:B.m 

L..DP1 
Sl'slZ 
BF;:u 
U),~ 
r-mD 

~3T?'1 
BF:U 

7D9D 
( (B) +:,::::,;) 

C 

,: mi +:r:n 
1 I.i fu 

L.i)(':r ( ~?-I).o:·.? :,, 
Dt'!TP1 
l....i')F. 

r· L-

Scroll time display 

;Rtser ::'UlT-?nt rr101:ie !1i:tg 
;E: D:i.:cic:t1 to st;:-_:ct of prog:r;~ .. t~1 

Reset keypad buffer and mask 

_f~: 1T:.~sk = ?FOF F??F 



7[:44 692~5 
7E41.5 CD/:-)0 
7Et.f.6 7802 
7Eil·7 (i7()() 

7E48 8126 
7E49 070:l 
7E4A 
7[-::4B 
7E4C 

7E57 

81:~~7 
912!:i 
7t:181 

?COO 
7E~58 3EOO 

7E59 
7E5A 
7E!.:5B 
7E5C 
7E5D 
7E5E 
7E5F 
7E60 
7E61 
7E62 
7E63 
7E64 

C510 
C8C4 
C50l 
070:::: 
8128 
0700 
CBE4 
C502 
D(.:i26 
0004 
DP,'..7'7 
000:::1: 

7E65 0702 
7E66 812(~ 
7E67 o:~::oo 
7Et:)B Dc:;c_? 
7E69 0080 
7E6(-:i 7BFD 
7E6B 1000 
7E6C 
7E6D 
7Ef.:;E 
7E6F 

7E71 
7E7:,~ 
7ET3 
7E74 

40FF 
4c1'.:?P'i 
78F78 
OOE:.D 
C:084 
4-928 
78E(-~ 
C~557 

7E7U 7400 

7E7(), ?COO 
7E7B 7071 
7E::7C 0000 
7F7D DI-?.OF 
l l:::. / I:::. ·7 t) ... l B 

( (B}-1•<2.5) 

7E49 
0 
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Modify mode routine 

CPA 
SNE 
BRU 
LDP1 
SH~ 
LDA 
STP, 
STX 
BHU 

< ( B) +26) ,:Mo:ie c:h,3.:n_g:r f1-;.!~ = 0 

BRU 
Dr.~,T(.), 

FWIO 
LLP, 
PMO 
L..D{~ 
STA 
LDA 
LLD 
F,MU 

1 
( < B) +2"7) 
( (B) +25) 
7DCE 

(7E58) 

E.A 
4 
A.E 
""' ._, 

( (B) +28) 
0 
4 
P,,, X 

\J4DS 206 
DPiT{~ S 
liJDS 207 
D?HA M 

.:Braricf1 to zt311 cf prog:raJ11 

Display three nibble hex. digit 
in E register at coordinates ( S ,M ) 

;Initialise 1i~~it cou11.ter to tl".u.--ee 
:~_!et r ,6, ': = 0 ori.d shift ( A .. E) left one byte 
_;B ytt to be d.i3pla.:yeii ends up rr1 A register 
.: Store t:.i:::: tc be displaj;red ill :< 1c~j.ster 

_;Set x coo11i.inate 

"':;' ,- - .. -,-:-t:f i:,,-p:,Tt:, 
_.' --"-"·-'.a.~4.J....L•-•.'.'-· 

L.Dr-'1 2 
STA ( < B) +2,; > _;Set r:11r::·.ber cf times dis:pls.ye;i to t'i;ro 
L.Dr:) ( ( B) + ,: x) +O) _;Ot:t.~in A,.~CIT eo:ie for cJ-i;3ra.cter to tie 1i:is:phye1i 
~\!DS 4:l. 9 
DP1T1".':i A 
BHU 7E68 
L.DX (7E6C) 

E~ I X 7'Et>L) 
DMT ((B)+'.,2{;) 
fW<U 7E6f3 
LDP1 ( 7E'.5E) 

DMT ((E{)+28) 
BF:U 7E:.:iE 
F:MCJ L ,, ;::•c 

BRL.. <7E79) 
Dr:;TA 
bPU (7'EJB> 
:Or:::iTA 
L~DP1 (7E.71)) 
D1'.::iTr--1 
BF::.:U 
f,: I!'-! 

(bJ -1 ?B 
· .... ,, 
:'-·"' l .. 

friy \ ;f;;, s. T:ir.nB fc,r crr:1DE1.er to be drn."'tTfl 

"1/,f' cli:::p ii'iy•~rl th2 1: hfff;~1:t2r to.ci,~f.-;, 

• .:::·: feJnent x coord1rn.te by 0700 
·,.-.~· .. ··.·······"·,,, iiigit co1mt.er 

D121::1~.y n.e:n iii.git 1f n.ot firi.ishe,i 
tc c,:1.ll:r11g: :prog:rn.ff1 



H7•-r;(H\ 
/ !::.(:J ._, 

7EB1 

7Eff::: 
7E84 
7E85 
7E86 
7E87 
7E8B 
7E89 
7E8A 
7E8B 
7EElC 
7E8D 
7EBE 
7E8F 
7E90 
7E91 
7E92 
7E93 
7E94 
7E95 
7E96 

0000 
0000 

(i{)i:J-9 

0100 
70CB 
7DFE 
()()Lj.tj• 

0100 
0000 
DBEO 
7E80 
()t3()() 

FFOO 
C690 
OFOO 
(-)OF6 
0706 
E-lOF6 
1700 
BOEB 
C8FC 
C87C 

7E97 C513 
7EC?8 BOE{~ 
7E99 C8FC 
7E~?A C87C 
7E9B 701E 

7E9D C8EO 
7E9E C503 
7E9F C314 
7EAO BOE6 
7EP11 COBO 
7EA2 COC1 
7EP13 AOE3 
7Er'..-V:l- 48E4 
7EPi5 7801 
7EP16 7808 
7E~f::;7 OOED 
7EAB 2F04 
7EA9 80EB 
7EAA BOEE 
7E?;B OOF:l 
7EP:C 2704 
7EJ~D 80EF 
~7t:::PtE ·7E:t~5 
7EF-1F 0000 
?EBO CBFC 
7EB1 BOE~:. 
7EB2 80E6 

7· E::E~l~. L:t>-{J .... () 

/t:.l.:!'.:., f:lOE:.7 
.1 · I:::. F.3 c::i I) [~ l) (1 

71::E-? 7Et3G 
-; FF~R BOCE 

L..DA (7EEl:l) 
D(Hh 
L.D(.'1 ( 7E96) 
LD1~ 
L..DA 
r::1:;:L. 
BHU 
LDA 
LDA 
LDP; 
D(.HP1 
BRU 
L.DE 
DP1TP, 
HAN 
L..DE 
DST 
LDP, 
E;T(~ 
LDX 
DLD 
LLD 
LRD 
RMCl 
DLD 
LLD 
u:m 
BRL 
L.DA 
LLD 
lilvlrJ 
F:MO 
DL.D 
F:AD 
RAD 
DST 
DMT 
BHU 
BRU 
LDA 
SUB 
STA 

(7ECD) 
( ( B) +O) 

7E51 
( (B)+FE) 

(7ED1) 
< < B) +O) 
(7E8P1) 

(7EOC)+(X) 
(7E8D) 

\, 

E ,, (; 
0 
(7E87) 
6 
(7E89) 
0 
(7E80) 
1C 
:I.C 
E ~ M 
(7EEl3) 
lC 
lC 
?EBA. 
0 
0 
{; ,, M 

E~S 
(7E87) 

l"I 'I/-➔ 
S,E 
( 7Eff7) 
( 7Ef:39) 
7EP,7 
7EJ-1F 
(7E95) 
4 
( ?Ec;:.5) 

STA ( 7E 1:f9) 
LDA (7E9D) 
ADD 4 
ST i~; ( 7I:':9D) 
BRU 71:::94 
L.DA (7EBO) 
D?HA 
ST h ( 7E'",1 '.:.i) 
ST?-':i ( 7E99) 
LDh (7E:GL!) 

.)U0fQUUile {0 aUU lll UCNHW:U \ ~,1..., / LV \ .1.u.,u / 

Only the last six hex. digits are added 
and the first two digits are preserved 

L .... , 
D 

· SF!F at 7:Ec!D 

BuJfer2 

Buffer 3 
Buffer 4 
L:iliJ~ 

Buffer 5 
Buffer 6 
Digit coumer 

;B 1Jifer 5 .,6 = ( A 1 A;:;00 ,0000 ) 

_:[Hgit GOlJllter = 6 

.:( M) = OOOZ1 
;Buffer 3 .,4 

tvHition 
:{ ,.:'.;_ .E ') = t,· 0000 .000:' X, + X ~· 'i 1,~ '1 . . . . . '- l. ~ J ..t J 

:P1'j.ce digit i::1 con-ect loGa.ti.on 

.. Buffer 5_.6 

:F, 1Jffer 5 .. 6 
GOUitter 

Finish 
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DATA Ti~G" 
ST{-'~ (7E9Di 
L..F:F ( 7E:B7) 
Df'.::T('; 
DU) ( 7E:EJ7) 
HMO L.,PC: 



7E::Bt, COB1 
7EBB COhl 
71::13[: [:51.(J 
7·E:f3I) l~r:< t)P1 

11-HI··· CDCO 
7EBF 7B04 
"/ECO :!.701 
7EC1 2FO?) 
7EC2 C:50:i. 
7EC3 C5!:':i7 
7EC4 1700 
7EC5 C501 
7EC6 C5~.57 

7F01 

7F0~.::-
7F04 
7F05 
7F06 
7F07 
7F08 
7F09 
7FO:!-'i 
7FOB 
7FOC 
7FOD 
.t F·{JE:_ 

7FOF 
7F1.U 
7F11 
7i::· 1 ~2 
7;=-13 
7F:l.4 

C8E8 
f:34l)() 

7FFE 
8COO 
7FFF 
()7(>6 

f:1128 
()/()() 

ocoo 
7F.FE 
CSE-4 

C·•=- < , ... 
•W J. '-.) 

C!:Vl-4 
ocoo 
7FFF 

8400 
7FFE 
E3C:()() 

-,7 FFF. 

7COO 

7F'.?6 F'FOF 
7F'..?.7 F:FFF 
7F'.?!:1 Pr :i ::. F. 

/ f-· ~~B ·7c~C,() 

l~f-iD i\1 't E: 
F~(-4f) X :1 E~ 
F<i"'1(} E '.! {i 

BF1U 
I .... DX 

F:MU 

7EC4 
:!. 
?':; 

P1 ,; E:: 
F\\''l1Cl L. ,1 Fr(: 

LD/ 0 

m-10 I_ ,_F'C 

_:It su1;;. c; TE 1 o 

R ;OO.L:•.1A-:, l E,E-;E-:,E4 to A;.t. •. ;,E1E,, l E-:.E,,00 
- • .,,I J. .:.. ·-· . .I. u '-- ,";;!, '1 

( ( 7i:::o~'::) ) 
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LLD 
!:.!TA 
DATA 
STE 
D?HP1 
I .... D(~ 
STP1 
L.Df:-1 
LDE 
DATP1 
L..LD 
RMU 
RMD 
LF<:h 
LDE 
Df'..'.1Tn 
L.I....D 

( ( 7F05) > 

Display six nibble hex. digit 
in A,E register at coordinates ( S ,M ) 

DATA 
STE 

D(-\T(::i 

,. '"'FF" ·, E .,., ,-,,-. 
i,_ :' l } = :=-:.C.4-U 

J .. 

6 
( ( B ) -+· 2 8 ) _:Iriti::1llie G.igit co1Jrtter tJ six 
0 
( (7FOA)) 

4 

E, r'.) 
4 
( < 7F 10) ) 

fj. 

t X ) = OOOA1 
.J l:s ... ) = ~ ... 2E 1 E20 
:::. ~.) = 0.:!!. ... 2E1E2 

1) = E.:.1000 

Modification to store selected character 

1. Change mask 
r-:1. __ r·: H !·.-I::iB}: ., = F?OF FFFF 
DffT ( ( D) + l F) 



lr· -.::,tJ 
r--.1::;-'r •! 
t ...... .J.c:.J. 

C4{:;0 
8l2:!. 

7F:::::C:,· C~il 2 
7FSA O :i. '..?'.Z 

/!·· .. ::,/..; 
7F~:;D 
7F:}:E 
7F~.::.F 
7F40 
7F41 
7F4:·2 

7F44 
7F45 
.7F4•t) 

7F47 
7F48 

7F4(:; 
7F'4B 

C-4A() 

B:!. :LF 
CBC4 
(-)1 :l F 
4-928 
7El0'.:::i 
0706 
f.312B 
B:L 1F 
CBC8 
(-', 11 F 

7D::-S8 
CBE4 
~rc;r:::-1:::: 
I ..... • ... ~\-• 

7~f:-55 t)()()() 

-;x1::-~3.t:, ·71)IJ8 

~1r:·~.;r:; .!.:F.:l.E 
·7F-~SE: r~r:1F:Cl 

/ J-· ~:::; L. ·7 t:~ J ~::': 

·7 J=- ~_:=j !::: ~-r () () :i:''. 
7F:~:it= _1 i.::l,_;i.J 

·7 F. {:> 8 '..:j 1:::· () (; 
~/F. t:}9 (:::3c_:.tl 

((B}+2C) 

Fd"iD t,, X 
LD1:·i ( (B) +21) 
f.'.':jND ( (B) +1F) 
ROR X " .. s H 

( (B)·+-'..~:l) 
F1MCl E~ ,, X 
L.DA ((E0+22) 
r-;r.m (<B)+20) 
FOF 
t,-r i; 
DL.D 
C~RD 
Dt3T 
DMT 
BF~U 
LDf-·1 
ST(.:•, 

DLD 
CFU) 

Df;;T 
LDX 
HF:U 
DPiT(-~ 
LLD 

( (B) .. ~.2:;:;) 
( (B) +:LF") 

.4 
( (B)+1F.: 
((B)+2J3, 
7F48 
6 
((8)+2B) 

( (B) +lF:·) 

El 
((B)+1F) 
( CB) +2E) 
( 7F 4?\) 

.4 

L.[>A ( ~7F.56) 
DP1T{-1 
RSU A,E 
F~MO E, Pi 
u:;;A l 
CPA lE 
f:;;GE 
E{F(U ·7i:::··7c) 

BFL.. 
Bt-:;:u 
D(.·'1TP1 

r:i.,E 
7F61 
(7F:60) 

L.D?~ i_; 

L._I) X i:) 

I) I 'v1 <::) '➔· 

L.L~:~'-=! 8 

L.D{01 0 
DI\J (.~ 
LL{', ,:r 
h:P,D P:, X 
FJ.,r·, F ... / 

FWIU >('IE 
L_)J X < ~7F··7 (> :, 

F.:MU L ,, F'C 
L..D{~ rJF7); 
DP, .. 1·p, 
HF:\.i ,: 1'. B > ++· ; 
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2. Selected character 
routine 

,[ Buffer Ai:·E.• IvI;3;3}:] OR CJ.1,:iiei~ter ( First n1."IBK) 
·, ,.:?;~dd ch;3.racr.er tJ kf.'ypad buffer) 

:Rotate ff.i.8.Sk nght 1 byte 

: :_:;a.ve rot':l.ted hi.ask 
:ff:tv·e all digits been 1i1Splaye,i irt tJJB bu.:f fer'? 
·}-.Tu- ·=-u- hr·-=-·,~.~ti ..... ?-i:'48 and disulav th.en.ext 

J""' i , ...) V 1.J..o..""-' • u.J • - ,.. ~• 

·F~eset b1.1ffer counter t.o six , 

_;Reset rfl..asl: 

)',1omtor mode into ( X ) 
;Brari.c:t1 to 71:,:3::: aILd display next 
;charaeter in :i'..eypaii 
; 8J-,1ft cr.!.8Iacter to ieft one place 

arui retu.:Cit to 7:Ff:2 

:E= ( ( B ) + 2:3 ) - A 

Z reg:i3t.er 
~~b- = 0 
:Z=D 

Time mode selected 

Hex. to Decimal 



709B 004-9 
-?i)S:'C ():I.()(! 

709D 0049 

709F 0000 
70!'·':iO 7DDl3 
70()1 0005 
7c)A2 ::~;2C)t<:, 
70/'.YS 7E14 
~7 t){\,:l C56(J 
70A5 80FD 
70A6 1700 
70(217 90F9 
70A8 0000 
70P8 7DD8 
70A1'.; 80F5 
70PiB 0000 

70P1D 80F4 
70{1E 04F3 
70f.·,F ~JO()O 

70BO 0:1.00 
708:1. C506 
7082 O:l.00 
70B3 801::7 
70B4' 04ED 
708~5 2000 
7086 Ol02 
70B7 

70B9 
70BP1 
70BB 
7GBC 
70BD 
70BE 
70BF 
70CO 
70C1 
70C2 
70C3 
70C4 
~7()[~5 

70C6 

70C8 
7:)Ui' 
/{JL;P1 

?OCC 
70CD 
70CE 
70CF 

70D1. 
70D? 
70D::s 
7UD4 

C:506 
0900 
04EB 
:·,~~000 
01.01 
C50,.S 
() l ()() 
CEJCt:3 
CL!·S''O 
80DB 
BODci' 
C'50::':; 
C5l4 
OODB 
Ct)P1() 

C01'.;0 
c:si::).::-., 
B :I. 00 
~7 .. q.()() 

. ./ !:::. t.{ t-~, 

(;OCF 
OOCF 

BC•CF 

OCC7 
HC':::(:i 

L.Dr:.\ 
I .... D(i 
L .. DP1 
! .... D(:i 

( 70E;':i) 
( ( B) +O) 

( ·7c)P1(i) 

D{HA 
L .. I)Pi ( /"(),!) ~7) 

L.OF::.: ( 70P,9+ ( X) ) 
HHU (70B8)+(X) 

L..DX 0 
STX f70P,l.) 
L[){; ( ~:tt),~i;7,) 

D?~TP1 
ST(4 ( 70(..)0) 
L.DP, ( 70P1C) 
DnTP1 
ST1::1 (70(-Q) 
U)(..':i ( ( 70P,2) ) 

f'•1DD C?OBO; 
D(..\,T/:-1 
RMCJ A,B 
L.Df:i ( (B)+O) 
ST/'.~ (709B) 
1.. .. :0A ( ( 70(-)'.2) } 
r-rnD (?OB(:;) 

HMCJ 
L..DE 
U)(-1 

P,DD 
DP,TP-i 
FiMCJ 
L.DP1 
LU-~ 

ST(1 
nr.n 
PMU 
RMCl 
I.. .. DI-~ 

F'.AD 
F<MO 
I)L..I) 
BFd_ 
:0(),T(..:', 
mrr 

L..Dn 
L .. t;:p, 
i:::;Tt, 
' ,,.., "'-
L..1)(-i 

( ( B) +0) 

( ( 70A2) > 
(70BB) 

( (Et) +O) 

E,r'.4 
(709C) 
( 7(Y1B) 

(.~" M 
E:,S 

/\ r::., 
t'-t, ·'-' 

( ( En +O) 
( 70CP,) 

( ?o·=?B) 
( 7oc;;c) 

( ~?C:)c;=c:) 
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Run processing 



-.l(iD:':S ().CJ.()() 

)"C:iI)t:, 
·;,c1n·7 
70Df:l 
70D9 
70DP1 
?ODB 
70DC 
70DD 
?ODE 
70DF 
70EO 
70E1 
?OE:::: 
70E3 
70E4 
~l(jf~5 

?OE? 
70E8 

:::::'.?00 

C~510 

C~51 (1 

L'.()()(i 

~S2'..?0 
COP10 

CO?~O 
C506 
OOBB 
B:i.00 
OOBP1 
8101 
00B9 
8102 
c~:::2:~ 
c~::;::.,o 
6400 

70EB CD20 
70EC 7ElC:!. 
70ED ~-50E(~: 
1 () E:. i::. so rr:::: 
70EF 0081 
70FO '6F05 

U)(-1 ( ( 70D b 

MF'''{ ( 70{H) 
FWlD E ., A 
MPY ~5 
FJ10 E, A 
{iDD ( ?ODC) 
DAT() 
R{;D X 'I ?-i 
HAD X ,P1 
F~t-,D X, A 
FWiCJ ti, B 
L.DP, ( ?i)9D) 
STP1 ((B)+O) 
L.DA (709E) 
ST(; ((B)+:!.} 

LDA (709F) 
ST(-'i ((B)+:n 

FUN X ~ X 
Fd'-10 X ,1 A 
CPL. ( (?OE?~) ) 
DATA 
SED 
BFi'.LJ 70AE 
IMO (70/'.d) 
IMO (70A2) 
U)(.!i ( 70P11 ) 

?OF1 CD20 SF~ 
l ()f .. :i::'. 7"f3() i 

70F5 7f.-3B8 

·••>" .... t-- t 
/ t_! J- (.:, 

7()f=8 

70FB 
70FC 
1 ur- .u 
·:70FE 
70FF 
7100 
7101 
7102 

1700 
(}()(}() 

c::;04 
()()()() 

;~.100 
r:"::;nt, 
()~:(}() 

t3~;()() 

7103 oor:·F 
7:104 CDCO 

...... • .•·. ,( 

/ .i. l.) (;:, / L: () ~) 

BF:U 70F'-I-
BPU 70F6 
L..DX 0 
Bf~IJ 70f".,,E 

i_DX 
LDr'.:i 
DATP, 
1:;:MD 
L.Dt:i 
D{.;Tr::; 
P~1ICl 
LDr~ 
1::::110 
STP, 
f:11\i 
PMO 
CPA 

SLE 

() 

(70FB) 

( ( B) + ( >: ) +O) 

( ( B) + ( X) +O) 
V \; 
/\ 'J i\ 

X ~ f➔ 
(/10:::) 

BF-:U ?OF'(:, 
BF'.U (/10'/) 
D{\T1:1 
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Template shift 



:::::69:3 OLl-00 

:::::6<17 
:3(::8El 
:::::699 
:J69A 
::69B 
369C 
36'.:;in 
:J69E 
369F 
::6P,O 
3lJt~) l 

:::::2()() 
9COO 
~:::21 i=· 
C5:I.O 
9FCn 
C510 
2000 

ocoo 
:321E 
C090 
C090 
C090 
C506 
0400 

:36?f3 ::21F 
:56{.':14 2000 

:s6(~6 ElO 1 D 
::.6r:; 7 1 C 1 C 
:::::c:,A8 B :l. 00 
~~:6A9 1 :l 02 
:3 6 f-1 (~ C ~.':i ::::: 6 
:J6AB P1:i.OO 
:::::6AC ''i :l. 02 
36P;D 5400 
:~::6?'1E T~:: :I. F 
:36F-1F· 0400 
~~:6BO 32 :IF 
36B1 t,·7(J~.5 

D(..'.)T{~ 

LD;:, ( ( 36'.:;, 4.) ) 

DP1TA 
MF'Y 
DATA 
F~MO 
MPY 
RMO 
ADD 
DAT{; 
LDE 
DP1T(.:1 
R(~D 
!~1:-.:,n 
F,:AD 
PMO 
i....D(:~ 
DAT?; 

( (3696)) 

( </69D)) 

r- A 
C. "H 

E.1 {:1 

E:: '.I {":1 

Pi~ B 

r'.".:iDD ( ~S6r'.".:1!:5) 
DATr~ 
STti (:::!:6C4) 
LDM ( ( :::-6C.lJ·) ) 
Dl..D ( (B) +0) 
LDX ( (B) +2) 
i::;;MCJ M, B 
DST ( ( B) +O) 
~:3-rx < ( I-:3 J -r-2) 
I MO ( ( 36r~E) > 
I)(.\1T?➔ 

l...DP1 ( ( :J.::.1BO) ) 
DP,TP, 
CPL. 5 

36B2 CD20 8F0 
:::;:.:":,If::: 78DF 
:::::bB4 ~.:5400 

:3:,:::.:,BA CDCO 
:-.:::t..,BJ3 ~78()2 
.. ::,61.:iC 
:~!;6BD 
:.:~_,.:,H: 

·7c:()() 

0:200 
()(;(,,:, 

::6Cl 7COO 

LDA ( ( :::::6B7) ) 
D{ciT(2: 

cr::•t.. < < :s6B9 l ) 
DP1T('l 
SLE 
BFU 56BE 
DF'.U (~~:(:;[<I)) 
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Update times 

::: F ... )= 

. . . + 3. Tim.e co1xnt.er ( t.c ) 
~( Et ) = 3220 T 3 1-lr. t.a.c + 3. tc 

. -;::, .•.. ., 1.- +.-. 1. TI -~- ·.-.-.. - , .. -. . •. ,.-.-.-... ,. 
,:,_! .J_;_.J-. •.U n.;,,.·J.l"';. .iJ..,1:S.Ui .J;.t.G.ii•-1. 
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